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JAMES CAGNEY AND PAT O'BRIEN IN 'THE IRISH IN US' AT THE ORPHEUM SUNDAY
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LIGHTNING STRIKES CITY EMPLOYS AN
BM ARE LET FOR
CITY NEEDS GENERAL MAYFIELD PLANS AN WEST KENTUCKY'S
CONSTRUCTION OF
BARN NEAR FULTON ENGINEER TO MAP (LE -'JP PROGRAM; ARTIFICIAL LAKE SOON r1,1SING CHAMPION
NEW PHONE OFFICE A.niIo Lit
WORK PROJECTS TRASH, WIEDS RANK
RETURN; TO RING

1

•

lain seem Monday night,I
a
I'ahi a few
days ago, plata; WPIP
lightning
struck the barn of
Fulton neede
clean-up its vu- dlacithsed for el eatuut an artificial
Fulten city council met Tuesday
'1 iie fight fans of Western Kin.
Collier,
niers
and
Vas
re• morning
Bids have just been let fair the
in special session for the cant lots, buck alleys and streets. !eke near that et's, Hag C Evans luckyare in for a real
treat.
construction of a new "fell.lialil siding tour notes northwest of lei& purpoee of employing W. T. Barrett
headed u cotm
„minicab buia been
b
workine on
Bobby Matthews, Fulton middle
hag for the Southern Bell Telephone tam. setting fire to it, and destroy- of Henderstan, Ky., as city engineer heurd about the unsightly condi- this
paa
ject.
Many
pt•opesed
commit.
sites weight, and a perfect replica
have been viewed by
te prepare work projects to be subof
& Telegraph Company, MI Main-st inbg it and as cements, dome •I item- trotted
the
for approval by the Werke tiens prevailing around town whei ii fp,.
Maxie Baer, has successfully recovF. if Rid. age estimated around '$500 covere i
„wadi, f lit,
It is said that the ma ta favar- ered horn
Poetress Authority. Mr Barrett was awed ei.saer supervision by the Fey
an operation which tot),
ale, laical manager announced this by inaurance.
lineal fair an indefinite period, or dads Citizens and businea. film. "614' under considerati ai n, as is a
him n from the ring for six months
week All bids were sent to the 1 About la enty tons of hay.
ti?
ntoi ir- and is now in the
.!:::. actiu
ii ig ti iii at 61,,i
.,iti.:
7fitit;;;:ai:i loluiriin.
1 ah'slerays „If l'i 1c2
011:ii,irl.,. '
prime of his ea: "
5-11614.1:
4 6n:alirnet I tale"led shOUlal be asked to assist iii it iiik
main niece at Atlanta. Ga . for con- der. fertilizer spreader, ma t"
Fulton
cleaner
city.
a
T1.1.
(animal
hopes
that
eer.
this
or
II
nil
eideration and appro val, and con- farmi n g i mplements were (bean.)t i l plan more wairk projects
fie.td
In the datwntown business dis• s'lli” `AM he eord
may be
Bobby meets, for his first fight
o
la obtained
t racts irs re ceiving the contract w ill in the flames befaare they culd
for Yu kon. Then t' are a flirt paper blowing alon g O w
since hi. operation, Young Leonard,
lemaved
from the barn. Liveatock number of worthy pfojects which
be known in a few days
ut
Beimmont, Texas, who is now ei
sti eels is a sa are-eye to (air rem meet
Among other bidders were W. M and «tiler fanning equipment itsta•• if properly presented 'ft us
taaining at Jackson, Teeneaae. pre •
the approval o• the Federal author- "'um"' Mere attention needs to be
taken
from
building
hefare
the
day
tory to meeting Matthews in
Hill ft: Solis and Frank Mo. rs man
gips. Any citiart. alio has any pro- directed to keeping garbage and
- aairay. Ky. tonight (Friday) Augwere reached by the :twee:.
of Fulton, it is said.
ject in mind should consult with the tia.a t a, cent:liners and removed
16th. The fight, a scheduled la
Contractors have already laid
:itiiiiiisar or sonic member of the city regularly
aunder, marks Matthews' Brat fight
by those tared to eat a
nail
underground conduits in the bite- •
in Murray, a place that has been
lay the city. The neglect has been
Many intree,ting subjects were diswanting to see him for a long time
systemelepho
be installed in these
more noticeable this year than here- ciissed :taring the regular luncheon
Yaung Leonard has met men such
fleas district of Fulton, and cables
tofore and something should be meeting of the Fuller) Rotary ChM as Carlos
.....
_
Garcia, middle weight
for the new telephone syatem will
dine about it.
Willinin Stround, Liberal Kansas. champion of New Mexico; Raymond
be installed in these conduits. The UNEEDUS CIRCLE
McNatt,
Kid Scarlett of Little Rock
Another much needed step to inn- Mr Jetton. Jackson. Tenn., and
The Uneelus Circle of the First
new telephone system will be modTs ove the general appearance ef the Robert Kernacliats Fltnence. Ala , and many uthera woo deal death to
their apponents He will, no doubt
ern in every way. being a flashlight Methodist Church enjeyed an outcity would be to cut the rank W(ii4. VI,itors tat the club and made give Matthews a
dee r picnic supper Monday night
fight to the finish.
type replacing the old magneto sys- on the lawn of the country club.
Matthews, sinee going into trainMrs.
Luther
Byers stood Friday growth of weeds along our streets, broil talks that proved quiet intrestetm now in use.
Twinty one regular mirnbers were as the champion "husband caller" back alleys and am vacant lots.
ing this last time is proud of
Ing.
the
The new office building is to be present with three visiters, Misses iif Fulton County, having won that
that
Everybody can 11(.11) in a cleanThe high point of intrest in the ever he is in better condition than
:i nmdern one-story brick structure Evelyn Fields and Ruth Jolley, and contest Friday at the annual bat-he before
arid
anticipates his beat
program for Fulten,
program writ resched when Joe fighting
Manna
spirnt. He expects to cli••
cue and outing of the Fulten County up
:and work is expected te .. o. ee it Mrs Willie
• • • • •
Mrs. Grady Vaiden presided over Farm Bureau. held at the S'•ilton
Brew der that work in clvaring out feat Leonard in the early
stages a,'
us the next few days
It has been neer- tiai as ah aid to the creek belew
the nit-cling in the absence of the Fair Grimm's.
Fulton has already the fight and then go on to win for
,chairman The minute- were read by
himself
more
At least 1.000 persons attended the tli a
important
l
'''
t
at;
:
started
:;:rg
lit!'r.a niti,
near Pierce. This project is
i, %,.:1..1.1.,1:1„,nganatlu:),:rif
victories.
,Miss Lucille McCampbell, outing. J. B. McGehee, secretaryHis greatest anibitien
and approved. The treasurer's re- treasurer of the organizati
come and get it and assume the being rarried out through TERA regain and even surpass now is to
on.
said
his rating
••ort was given by the treasurer, here today in announcin
responsibility for it after it leaves funds granted for tans purpose. by that ranks him the
g the last
highest
stufHEAVY
'.1i:-.: Martha Taylor
The Bible winners in the variona centesea. of the three mile limit Or if our cornOlean County. The chanel ef the southern fighter, a rating of of any
243P la
udy for the meeting was presented. A J. Nelson of Hickman
merrial traders Want to take the creek is
being cleared out. Willows Colliers Eye, a rating that only W. L.
won the
Is. Mrs Gene Moon.
(Young/ Stribling, erstwhile
stork calling centest, while Cruteh- risk let it he their own In this way along the banks
heavy
cut
iii 1(1 not be exAt the rh.se of the meeting sup- field defeated Cayce for the softli
the entire country
weight contender
and Tommy
all
It is believed that work will be Freeman,
Aacompanicil by (sail and re- pt I was spread on the lawn and the championship. Lee Hodges of Clin- posed tat the risk of war to proteet
welter weight champioa
freshing breezes, heavy rains fell rersainde- fa' the evening was spent ton and Ernest Hancock, Jr , ef Fut- some trader. If on the other lanai started on the cieek in. ide the city of the world.
bi informal entertainment.
Hundreds of his supporters
ton teamed together to win the this country is going to assume the in a short time. The city has employ• • • • •
in this vicinity Monday night, to ,
from
..esponsibility. of protection of a
horseshoe and
washer
ed a city engineer, who will work this entire section are expected to
pitching (-greet
bring relieve from the swelterirg CL1 Li MONDAY AFTERNOON1
into
shipped
aver
the
being
journey
to Murree tonight to
championship.
see
rid%giethClub metB,1% on-.
beat which has prevailed in this
Matthews continue on
Hilda Grey Byers of Fulton won zone it is reasonably certain teat upon this project immedisoaly.
whriNe he left
Mrs. nA the girls' foot race and
we are going to be drawn irto war
off and ther e,n to greater
territory. The rain fell Sit intermit- day afternoo
Larry
Binhe!ghts
Micheal at her home on Eddmg St
since warring nations are gorie to
tent periods Monday night, Tuesday two tables of club members 'Were ford of Crutchfield won the boys' use every means
to prevent the
rare Larry Milford and
R.
If.
Wednesda
enjoyed
and
games of pro- Brewn teamed
y. and was welcomed present and
. shipment of supplies to their eretogether to win the
re
esn.siiinvg
e cA
otntrta
irlitio
hsed cotnhliusgvl,(
mies. It is believed by many Ciat
t f ttile
by farmers and city folks alike. g.‘
e three-legged race
Joe Davis of Fulton acted as mas- our policy in such matters a.; toete I Mr and Mrs David J Capps vial
relieve to crops, livestock
(
games high score prize was present- ter of ceromonies
while the speakers should he definitely laid down be- sons. Buddy and Bobby spelt Sunand individuals suffering from the ed to Mrs.
W. A Donigan. Mrs included J Frank
fore war comes that thair considsevere heat.
i Wade Joyner held 2nd high score of the Tennessee Potter. presilent eratien may be more dleilierate than day in Phillipy. Tenn. wash Mrs
Farm Bureau Fedreceived
and
a lovely prize.
It is eatimated that crops wcra
eration; Mrs. W. M. Oliver of Pa- would he possible in the exeitement Capps' mother, %f.'s J. M. Rhodes
The regular second Sunday singMiss Ava Love Weaver of Milan.
benefited many thousands of dad- ' Late in the afternoon a delicious cah. president of the Kentucky and feelina that Pra••..1.1 :.'!' s •`
ing was held at the court house in
salad course was served
once
has
begun.
Tenn.,
spent
Federation
Tuesday
of
Homemake
tars in this community by tha raw- i
in
rs' Clubs;
Fulton with Fulton last Sunday, with a good
• • • • •
Ben Kilgore. executive secretary of
ser mother on Carr-st
fall.
crowd in attendance. Many good
GUILD ENJOYS GYPSY TEA
the Kentucky Farm Bureau FederaMiss Martha Neil McC ,y has re- singers were present an I enjoyed
----- ----------The Guild ef the First Christian tion. and ...
_ N
m n
Nugent 'if lams:turned to her home in Mii!,has :do the day.
CAGNEY- O'BRIEN IN
Church nisi Nlenday night and en- villa.. director of farm bureau insurSunday night the singers adjoursifter visiting her grandpareets.
ante
-"THE IRISH IN
US"
.
•
ned to the Methodist church at
•
joaed a gypsy tea at the home of
R e's ,eal Mrs L. E. McCov ea 1-ark
Ferguson.
Sec.
Garth
.
K.
By
Dukedom. Tenn.. where a fine
Miss Sara Pickle on the Martin
Avenoe
gathering assembled to participate
Warner Bros. latest comedy dra- highway.
Male James held second high score
Fair
program
Your
and
State
exWANTED--2 or 3 furnished resrls in the singing. It was estimated
n•a "The Irish In Us," which preEight regular
members
were end receised a hand lettered poem. habit entries for the week of Sup- near school. See Al
that a crowd
sents James Cagney. Pat O'Brien. present
Meruness Pal - the surroundi of 500 people from
Louisville.
suf:ember
are
9-14
in
with four visitors. The pres- Miss Lena Evelyn Taylor raceived
ng territory attended.
Laundry.
Frank Mcfluali and Olivia de Havadvanced
ficiently
this
iime
at
as
1
"-•
Next Sunday a singing will bc
ident. Mrs. Reginald Johnson presid- beautiful lacqured silhuettes as IraMr. and Mrs Tom Lowe aai i• re- held at the city hal!
to promise you a Fair in alines, 1•••illand at the head of an unusually
l'nion City,
ta1 ever a shirt business meeting. vel prize. The honeree, Miss Barrd, cry respect as interesting and edu- terned
to their borne la ales i als at is announeed
popular Ftipporting cast, has been (who _
g which reports were given was presented a lovely gift
cational as any other
great
State after visiting in Fulton as
booked as the feature priathetme
!
Asthereus ie1.w i11 of
a0neA
t haeir irit sil()w
countryhe
(rem the fiferent officers. Mrs.
At the end of the games the host- F
Mr. and Mrs J M. F: •
of the Orpheum Theatre on Sun- Jehnson
Horse
read an intresting devo- ess served delicious refreshments.
day and Monday.
be presented the world's greatest home on Fourth-st.
• • • • •
Ilona! lesson.
in Meiausi '1.1lie Cartwright a.' C. array of blooded
herse flesh ever
'
h
oo
The title. it is said. is based o
;at the end
SURPRIS
ED
ON
BIRTHDA
Y
of the melting they
gotten together.
Miss.. spent Sunday won triands
traditional characteristics of tio•
Mrs. J F. Shelby and Claud Shelenjoyed a gypsy tea on the lawn of
Never, in sour Fair's instory.
Irish—to alternate between laughthe Pickle home. Games and infor- by were delightfully surprised on there has been se n•urli interest
Mr. and Mrs. F If. R i lihe as
ter and tears, tat jump from comedy
evinced on part of thew amen of the
C-ews of workmen were called
mal intertainment
was enjoyed their birthday Sunday, August 11. State as now. Committees of leading sans. Alton and
Harold. spent a-un- out Tuesday
to intense drama. to fight with throughou
to repair damages done
t the remainder if the when a number of friends and women in nearly evers cory
have
day
un
in
Columbus
.
those tliey levy and love those with e„,„ing.
Ky.. via
sa
m B. ;- ta tile power lines of
relatives gathered at their home on have been formed for ursene more
the Kenniesy
Tient
National Park.
whom they fight.
Carr-st while they were attending more people of their novective
Util- ties Company by heavy ss Inds
Rev. L E. McCoy is convalsec.
The story itself is the stery of THURSDAY NIG1IT CLUB
ra dutOie the electrical storm Moncounties. not only to extol it the!r
Sunday School.
after a recent illness.
most families—internal battles but
Mis Dorothy Granberry entertainThe dining table was beautifully products at the Farr. lea al...nd o
Bobbie Maye of Paducah is visit- day night.
on Fair week.
a common front against an outside ed her bridge club Thursday
Most of the damage was dere
night draped with a snow white cloth in
intrest
special
feature
Another
.ng
of
in Fulton with Mrs.
attack.
Leonard the lines along the middle
at her home on third street- Two the ce nter of w hich was placed two this year. is the State-wide Beauty
sox'
Holland
and Mrs. A. B. Newhouse
Mary Gordon. a 55 year old tables of guests were
near the Palestine neighborhood,
present and att:active cakes with candles burn- Contest to be held an Tocaday on Valley-se
Irish widow whose leap from a job enjoyed progressiv
Women': Clubs.
n each. Twenty-ei
nit repairs were rushed and serviae
w
e contract Visi- mg on
ght shoots night of Fair week
Mrs J. M. Jonakin of south
American I.aitiond posts. Motion
as restaurant cook to near stardom tors to the club were
of ininterrupted.
.i- Picture Theaters, Count
Miss Charlotte were present They were the fol la.
ytown
ton
Fairs.
is
e
l isenr
c.ge
ir
Baptist
M
olusft5H
in Hollywood is in itself a romance Chapman. Mrs. Homer
ioonsIp
dnai7
.1 .i rl if,:i,
2
Wilson, and mg'
Luncheon Clubs, and other- organieRobert•p
m his isn1% ohsOthe
portrays the part of an Irish mhack
o Mrs. H. Given of circleville. Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Martin. Mr. zations, from one end of the state to
!.ADIES* DAY AT THE
ther whose three sons are Pat At the end
of a series of games and Mrs Will Nall and son. Gwynn the other, are conducting local con- Clarksdale
FULTON COUNTRY CLUB
.
Miss
tests
selection
O'Brien, a cop: Frank McHugh. a high score
where
of
for
one of their
the
he spent
among the visitors was •Albert Nall. and Mr. Jim Clapp. all most
the
week
outstandin
beauties
from
with his aunt and untie.
g
fireman. and James Cagney, who held by
Miss Chapman and Mrs. of Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Clapp their counties as a representative Mr . and
Tuesday, August 13th was Ladies
Mrs. Lewis Knelling He
refuses to take a steady job, but Robert Bard
held club high. Both and son Clarence. Mr. and Mrs. in the finals at the Fair, where they will return
Day at the Fulton Country Club.
to
his
devotes himself to managing brok- 'received beautiful
heme to-day. (FriPaul Billings. and Harry Warford, will compete for very handsome day I
Twelve players and three visitors
prises
en down prize fighters.
Late in the afternoon a delicious all of Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. John cash and merchandise prizes
were present and participated in
WANED-- Aa
The exceptional interest manifesMa's catering to the one non- salad cource
old-fashioned the games of golf during
was served by the Saisester and children, Messes Inez ted trbough the State has
the day.
Chandalie
r
Oil
the
Lamp.
led
Call Mrs.
producer of her brood keeps the hostess,
te.r.1A
'
T,uB
and Minnie Shelby, Mr. and Mrs. Fair management to offer, free of J
cjuir
leto
Mrs. Horace Young received the
.n
a,n d38
it
family in constant turmoil, but the
Mr R H McCampbell
Claude Shelby and children and charge, a booth in the great Meccband daugh- zolf hall as prize for low score
t( ..s.est breaks in earnest when BARLOW VISITOR HONORED
ants and Manufacturers Building to
Mrs. J. F. Shelby.
Miss Carolyn Bead A delicious luncheon was served
any county for the display of its les spent Tuesday
Cagney takes O'Brien's girl. Miss
Mrs. Gene Moon delightfully enin Jackson. Tenn . at the noon hour.
products,
in
which
particular
it
ly
de Havilland. away from him.
tertained with a bridge party Theirs- GYPSY TEA
Nb-eiseintings MnidssinJgultihaishacCweerimkpbe
enlal in
excels. All counties desiring a booth
The sorrows and joys, the anxi- day evening at her home on Pcarl
Miss R u bye Boai;tudes.eA:gen
Miss Idelle Batts entertained sev- oth should at once write the secxeastndnefr has
WEDDINGS
eties and triumphs of this little Street. honornig her house guest. eral of
her friends Thursday night retary. care of State Fair Gtrhoautntdhse,
gypsy LoRucisbai•eililieii)eKi.entuockby of Ky .
of New York Irish folk is Miss Dora Belle Barrd of Bat low, with a
delightfully planned
BROWN-I./EV-NTH/UK
said to lune made one of the most Kentucky. who has been visiting in
Masfmily
C
Maad;
ri .Gr
K n.tetrheWhh1
tea at lire beautiful country home Kentucky State
Roy D. Brown of Memphis. Teen
Fair in Louisville.
Vg
C
i. in,
laughable and at the same time Fulton several days
aass aoata Weaver spent :net
east of Fulton Twelve g, asts were is your Fair, so be there'
and Miss Rae J Des'-Viaue of Still
week
most touching screen dramas of the
end in Milian. Tenn with
he rooms were beautifully des- present and enjoyed the
gypsy tea
her sister !Water. Ness, were united in marted w ith a variety of cut flowers on
year
Miss Ava Love Weaver.
the lawn, where three card isTO NEW YORK MARKETS
During the riage in Fulton Monday. AUDIS'
In the cast are Allen Jenkins, Attractive hand printed sure pads bles had been
5..''ç -end they visaed
placed in hte moonfriends in 12 The ceremony was performed
Harvey Parry J Farrell MacDon- and tallies were Placed at each ta- light The evening
Louis Kasnow• Proprietor of the Jackson. Tenn.
was spent in inby Squire S. A McDade at his
sal,! al:ci Thomas Jacksen in adde hle Six tables of guests were rres- formal entertainm
Mes Marth a Moore
Fulton Department Store of this
ent.
returned to home on East State Line, in th
tion to a number of noted prize ent and emits ed games of progressher
home in Mamphis Mondav af'- nresence nf the ffv•ne-wrs
city, Mr and Mrs Chas Cohn .ini
rwr••••,..
fighters and many college athletes ive eoutract throughout the evening.
ler visiting relatives in
Miss Eleanor
MvAlkter
left Oacar Nochlin of Mayfield left
Mr and Mrs J M. Brown of MemFulton.
Lloyd Bacon directed from the At the conclusion of several games Thursday for her
Mrs Sue Schoe left
home in Clifton. Thursday morning for New York.
Sunday for
Immediately after the ceremony
screen play written by Earl Bald • loeh score was held by Mrs Frank N J after spending
a week in Ful- where they will visit the markets Paragould. Ark . where she will the couple left for a bridal tour
e in based on an original she's by Wiggins who was presented a beau- ton, as the house
guest of Miss Sar- to perobase fall merchandise They visit her sister, Mrs Alexander. for through the East to be gone about
Frank Orsatta
tiful oil painting as ptize. Miss Mau- ah Callihan.
will return in about two weeks.
, several days.
two weeks.
-
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FULTON, KEN

Men Now MeasJr3 A
Millionth Of
An

yFavoriteRecipes

inch

irretwes Leo Bartell tapir
lINDAY morning breakfast Is
liii Ii it pm feet Ilm* t.) bec
.L400.10041 a ith your faintly' Anil
hew we fla enjoy It in
trill '11111411
It 44.4111111
Ins that Ws the unli
lime la the *how week
that I 'sit get my family together ions
enough realI" to an'
\ predate thaw go I al.
sways ;4411414o
bin*
'ettia specter'
such C,j this
tone« yak., Yi,u II tlutl Oda I VeltHlt
1i• it No ti, 'dal le good
. for th•
if nt11 nak,.• la -Keep II
1,, '
Nut Crumb Cortes Cake 11
caps alt1011 41040 flour, 2 Ira.
at 41, double-acting Ineldna pow.
Ivan(,,,,,n salt 3 table4,100114 Willey or ether shurteiliner
I cup sugar, I cup milk. 14 tea.
Spoon vanilla
2 tahlripoons sugar, % teaspoon
cinnuelon,
Cilp a,ft Inn sad
',limits. 2 1141)1#-spoons
but•
tnr. 2 tablvapoons chopped walnut
Iii -nat
Sift flour once, measure, add
ba sing powder and salt, and sift
/11 din
Ii rain butter, •ild rioter
siailually. and C1441111 together well,
add floor. alternatz,ly with millo
heating after each addition until
sniointu .sild vanilla Turn Into
boa,
'
pan. 14932 inches, t'orniano sugar and cinnamon, mix with
• ri0111,11, awl add melted butter and
rut u. sprinkle over cake. Hake lit
imeiela(e oven 4350' F.) 15 Min.

S

Unit of Measure Was Difficult
Problem

Back In the days when the
Magna Chart,' oar being written
III Englund, bask in the
when
the Sestina and the Noroinas fouoht
their hitter contest. hack N.fore
tho Romans first put foot on tin.
soil of England, limn used to melte
ure in inaccurtite ways. An iech
was three grains of bailey Lid eml
to eta The foot was just what it.
name indieates„ the length of t:iii
human foot. We still 1.114-tt;
hot t4 as tieing .111 many "ban
high. ,1 yard was ths Ii 1:nncn ii 'iii
the moo to the thumb. In our 1,1e
time. talon,. I \Sii.' measured lit
way in dry good stores, An sieve
was the grouts,' it yolo' or oxen
could plow in half ii 1111y, 1110 nil on.
Scienee evolved a unit of insas•
urement for %veleta. It el.to
units of measurement for eleetrieal
current, of time, and of other unit 1.
Science ilid all of this and still the
accurate unit of measurement of
length defied the greatest schooltifie minds.
Ford dealers say that Mr, Carl
Edward Johansson was living In
Sweden at the name time yeong
Henry Ford wit, making his first
motor ear in IIPAroit. Mr. J.iliant.
son Caine to Minnesota as a by it
IS to work in the lumber in.lni.try,
and attended (lumen/us Adolphus
College I here. Ile lost his hearing
I y sleeping in a ciild retnil through
the Minnesota wirters. When ho
returned to Sweden, his government firm he him icspector of arms.
Travel iii, ou a train one day. pondering the dolays in
rifle Nubs due to inaccur...,•y. nn.I
the difficulty of iniercliarwmg
parts which Were supposed to tot
exactly alike, a great idea for tho
into
forty-sit precision measuiement of ten Ii
If you take a dime. Fora dealer”, say, and rut it
thousand equal *hem the thickness of each slice would be one nUllionth suildenly dawned upon him. Mr.
of an inch. Operating gauges, they say, used in Ford factories are Johansaon developed his idea. The
checked by gauges which measure accurately to within four of these world was slow to accept this in
forty-six thousandths of a thin dime. It is common for the parts of the valuable contribution. The first inhew Ford V-8 engine to fit to within a few thousandths of an inch. dustry to equip its plants a ith the
This is one of the reasons. they say, why Ford cars can be driven fifty Johntrofen 5ytilt.111 of gatiw.a was
miles an hour for the first one hundred miles and after that as fast the Ford 510tor Company which
as the driver chooses.
secured the rights for North and
South America and made them
'lendable to any industly inn equal
'Otte uv thet side uv it but hereafter terms with itself. Mr. Joh:ins:fetes
ft serve butter. set down an fl Sit mantel gauges measured accurately
to wittnn line millionth of an inch.
it rite away.
If a harnan hair was spbt fifteen
FROM THE`
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THE FARM AND HOME
to hundreds of industries.
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.
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Rank in was iii the captain's office ;pit 1.131, the detect'se s prellinimily und correspondent in the divorce!" recently placed with the Minor,
It contains on rinalgesie (Acetyl-Sale-slate) it first
when Jenks retie lied, pi ore ilium- ,trueationa discieseti teat lie Isoi 44,4 ! Ile saw that Die shot thrust home, steel company
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eresently Rankin turned to the
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FORD V•8 SALES
CLIMB TO NEW HIGH

1

7 months' Ford V-8 sales surpass all-year 1934 sale-s1
•If you don't know
V-8 performance
at firsthand—and
if you haven't
tried the Ford V-8
ComfortZone ride

$WIrrj`

%111

DON'T YOU THINK
IT'S ABOUT TIME
YOU DID?

Ford
lead in sales
becausc they also lead
IN EXTRA VALUES

All Ford V-8 body-types have
features listed above
AT NO EXTRA COST
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past ten days, all In the Sallie femi- Slat, boy! Maybe I didn't smile like it •
diaptiae the slit hority
to eon-mound Joules to Peery's Vermsfuge will save you
leave!
Jim had gone nisaY
nine handorlting, Ow circumstances wombat fox after
or eight o'
then, of a negligible lin perty.
send
Mary
hack
to beta her. The sure money, time, anxiety, and restore
ienvIna
her, Sophronia, In possession
them drInka they give me! And then"
were intrigeing
To young Roddy, twentysieven now,
way to serve 141(1101a 111StrartIon la to the health of your children in case
All in all. conditions certainly war- -Duke drew himself up tind hooked of half flak farm that had belonged with agricultural college behind him,
of Worms or Tapeworm.
first mit at Jesioe feet and listen
to
ranted a change of procedure on the his Mendel into his gieon 111111 orange to their father and their grandfather it would be a stageering blow. Ile liii
his wordy.
pr.Psery's.DEAD
part of those two old cronies, Shad striped suspender.; -"in elle comeR! -leaving her with the reaponsibility never given up hope of one day owning
Vermeing•
4. „Irmo.' reply Ivy. 41, 42).
Silsur plabillitia. by hickory! 'they was of the entire tarn], his own hair as the entire farm.
Finney and NII.4 Elevik. They stamped
well aa hers! Golog nff after his
a. Its rebuked Martha (v. 41). This
heartily esough upon the when, of liii playin' roulelte-you know, Ilhe
wIre's
It woe like Roddy that yeaterilay he
tadatke he administered moat tenderly,
"Ilall. flail." but after that they .1,,.y play titer Is CaleSs Point.' lie death. with hit's sevemyear-iiiii daugh- ahould haVe cone tiff to Itallatit
yne In for he knew
that Martha loved him
giant-tot at their %%Aches. And imme- paused HMI ltiekell lila el.,:llrette heti ter, are though the earth had NW all..vre.1 his car, Raying only th it he had
to gum. sincerel
y. l'inise who are /supremely
diately tilos*. OIllera Who possessml the Miter air. II,, knew roulette. These Boon 11(1. '.V lust hall there been for
'.0.• • 1...111•
droirgiFt• or
occupied with Jesus are anxious for Wr hi •
to., ;SO t•nld 5,4, 35.1. CItti•
hicks who hadn't e%en been at Slate's Sophrottla to it.. best to ruin nra Roderick
watches drew them suit from snug
Willard, the whiewer on a farm in the
nothing (Phil. 4:6).
ittocketa, looked at them, gai%e a Point probably thought it was; Mimi
She hail deeded her
noes. "Up gets this guy from the table next county?
b. Ile defended Mary (•. 42). In
thonghtful wInd to the stems and rethis defense he declared that there
and she goes nith hitn into another share of the land to him b.-ranee he
placed them.
was
but tine thing needful and that Mary
There villa a general movement room and shutit the door! She never hail had the money to work :•-and Its
hatl
tillilt
thla
hest'
h011-e
even
had
chosen that goi.d part which cool.i
seen me. 1Vouldn't 'a' known me.
oil the ridge
too aril the depot, a block away, lier0sg
not be taken frtun her. Those who
from the lumber yard. Eighteen or anshow. Somebody says it's her, so not mere than a stone's throw above
chetew this go d part cannot he robbed
twenty grown persons and a scatter- 1 know. I got up pretty soon and goes the little old place In which the
Is.t's be frank-there's only ons
lool "pent; the door, casy
Ilretieblea hail the for three genera
of it by frienita, foots or circumstance's.
ing of children.
like. Anil
way for your body to rid itself of
II. A Revelation of Christ's Love
"tryout s'pose Phronle'll he here?" there she is with her book to me and lions, In which Silver Crenoldo his I
the waste material that causes acid(John 11:1-311),
Shall whisperel to Nils. ""l'aint like- !lila guy betolin' over her like he's been born and Anna Egstrom hind died.
ity, gas, headaches, bloated feelings
Roilerli4
gonna
c
kiss
her!"
haul been kind.
I. The sickness of Litz:trim (vv. 1. 2). and a dozen other
Doke croaked joy
ly she'll send Jason to nmet her. The
discomfort&
misty,
his
Soldiron
head
la tool loved hinsithe suppiesed
thrown back High the
F.ten thins' who are In close fellowlooks II' tiihiii enough to scare the old
Your Intestines must function and
relish
of
so
reminiscence.
far as she knew arishhing of love
ship with the Lord are not Immune the way to make them move quii- kNick
!"
Semebody prodded film. -Here conies Awl his two sons. In their early
froni sickness. Sorrow comes even to ly, pleasantly, auccessfully, without
'teens
Nlis shrugged. -She could Is vorse."
Phrotile
griping or harsh irritants is to chew
iVillard. 'hike! Shut up!"
then, had responded to her mothering
the homes where Jesus Is loved.
hue remarketl. "Vase yost KO good so
a Mlinesia \Veer thoroughly, in ticNils
Ultolk
mid
Shad
Finney hail nftectionately aceepted her. But
his to- udder Roderick."
2. Martha and Mary send for Jesus
cordanc
e with directions on the byte
glatieed ansleualy sit Sophroula
its Roderlek, vide) had sold his own farm
Stunt spied Ieuke Meth:ink standin
(v 3).
Because they had come to tie or tin, then swallow
g she passed them. They
.
hoped she friii hefere hia marriage to Sophronia, bad
know Jesus as more than a mere man
amid four tor five men on the depot
Milnesl
a Wafers, pure milk of
not overlie:tr.! any of Ittike.st talk,
for wanted to secure complete possession of
ratform. I woke - -whose real mime will
they instInethely turned to him when magnesia in tablet form. each equivthey sere law abiding citizens,
thellrenoble fano. Jim tlremoble. for
and
Earl-aas bareheaded as
this shadow fel, across their home.
alent to a tablespoon of liquid milk
atilt tutil it distaste for public
violence.
some romantic reasen, mot rvirouud 4,,
his naming tail hair, shaven el.,se
3. Jesus' arrange delay (vv. 4-6). of magnesia, correct acidity, bad
But Sieibrones 1Villard, straight and sell hia tu.ction, arid
although Roderick
al..nt the cars and neek, could have
They sent for Jesus becaose he loved breath, flatulence, at their source,
strong as a pine. and as aweinsp
and enable you to base the quick.
irins and lila sons had worked It through all
beetl !well it Illiarter 11111e attay.
Lazarus. They said. "Ile whom thou
as one, Ignored Duke Slelhank's little
pleasant, finceessful elimination ao
the years. It had never beeome
Itilke a as tall, narrow shouldered, group
Invest Is nick." Jesus abode In the
ilist
lant'll a Ma JP it le tree land, anil Ro,lerick.
necessary to abundant health.
aging moss had
tubular. Ilia body suggested a leneth
same place because he loved Lazarus
might Igto.re the is hisperings of scrub paased
Milnesia Wafers come In bottle'
his reaelitment on to his son.
51stlit:11. Ills tunniilit, etell In suns growth
and his sisters (v. 5). Thla mystery at 3.-ic and 60c or in convenient
in a forest.
tins
yowl.: It...lily.
:mos Pere alaays pude. were ciitertal
Is
to
he
20e. Reeimmended by thousands
explain
at
ed by the fact that
so:du-mile had hail since eight o'clock
Two sears after her marriage to
with red freckles and as-re clammy this
of
physici
Jesus
was
an&
good
All
divine and knew all things.
druggists
morning to prepare for her meetWillard, Is hell her tom.sons
to the toilets Ile font a loud. almost ing
4. .lemts goes to the Bethany home carry them. Start using these pleasWith her brother's daughter. Anna %%ere ill
11101 Sehool at Heron Riser,
Incessant Inugh ii huh
tasting
effectiv
ant
wafers
e
Ivy. 7-17). Ills mission in gang into
today.
peculiarly -"Sil‘er." her mother had frivol...1
413
Sophronia had had her first news of
des ..I.1 of mirth and meaning. Its. suit (-alley)
this home was twofold: to miniater to
her. liecanae sut tha pallor of her Jim. Ile
and Siker is ore In Alaska.
an only Soli. 1111t1 litet1 With los 'Is,
the. PI•tters and
hair and
brother
to
and
soshis.., a was wastone Ann did not say
what he Wag 11.1itla
er on a shanddes of a farm fain:hog the
strenctiien the faith of the diaciples
Then She Had Seated Herself or
aeoarator In the milk Meet.. when hitt Silt er was
heing looke...1 after In
Heron Itivt.r. Since farming had be(s
v.
11-1u).
the Chair Beside the Telephone.
lasoil loot shouted to her that she was it .con
vent school.
come imprefitable. .lesa Melbank and o
5. Jesus teaching Martha (vv. 15-27).
sit..1 on lite teiephone.
Next sear Jim was in Nevada. And S"Ithrenla
her son supplied homehrew tOthis'
haul her own tl--i as ts As tie was nearing the village, Niartha
Not oey el* old re'. •
Alhert Sy Ines, the telegraph opera
rerood7 for
later In Steven. Mining. fie said. 111% is by he
neighborhood and tr. III!. Ca in 1.4.I'S
hail gone, hut sh. lb not met him with a complaint because of
tor. had
the telegram to her. Ile 112111glIter was
also fit Niexico, In the prem. 111•1 e01111111.11CP. She 1!,,•:1
hut' hikes tO the north at luenty•tive hail
un- hia delay. Ile ignored tier complaint
said 1 rst, clearine hia throat: -I rare
of wine, and was learriltia Span
cents a gears Jess. In coloring
easily of the letters that h.. I o • .• 1-; and taught her concern
Ita‘e load flews for you, Nira. Willard."
is
ing the resuristi
auil
(Sermon
and
Fronds
pear...1 to nave been the inspiration sit IliroMe
Sophronia, him from Itallantyne In the ...-T
rection and the life.
had shilit. "Ito on, go On. Man! remembering
of 's -rms. Ed
the
fair child of S1`11`1). or Mn, and of his niggard',
Poke. She %%its NV 10'01111, Ils,Me‘er.
at. "Thy brother 'shall rise ae.aln"
Read It." -1 heti Albert bad priic.....1.41 W110 N/14
(w.
so neich like that dreamy, of their
v,as 1•111Z, 21101 041
conterita. It ii i
113.1 eler ;sit!' the Illt'S,212Ze:
23).
Ile
nil
Is
saying these words to evroslet
"AN attorney to foreign mother of hera.
Tonic
Seen her in any thing but is his -1,
wondered. Ito anyone that the itallatityne bank ery sorrowing mister, brothes.
v our brother James Cremes.. I iesoinie
wife,
Soplironla Wrote Jim then that
%%rapper held together by a 111:111.5
failed
had
••...m,:ates the erpeate
her
that
summer, ton that Co husband, child, and parent_
the 11111111111 411113
;worming
that husband, Itoder:ek
sued he:rt restore the strength.
IN'Illard, wanted to finite Nleader. the president's daughter.
Is. "I am the resurrection, and the
should be writing SO persistently to ilfe" (vv. SS, 211).
USED FOR 65 YEARS
Ile Is the souirce of
Roddy SVIIIiirti %vas a curious 111111g.
life, and all who are joined to him by
A :Pw smuntera ago, when the girl • living faith are In sun vital fellowwas a house guest at a cottlee on ship as to be 1111/010
1Pil loy bodily
,
Pm' NT'-1'
Twin Veer hike, to the nerth, she had change.
:IS AS
driven over and !vent the afternoon
6. Jesaus weeping with Mary (yr.
HI the fart:sand Soplironia had learned 28-3.-). In response to the Master's
then who It wit, that hail beeome
NI:iry fel! at his feet, uttering the
Reality's ideal et collese. She WW1 • name words used t.y Martha. hut, no
vivacious creature, l'hrenie recalled, douht. In a different tone of coif* and
%ery smartly dressed, with surly brown attitude. Iler worths were respond
ed
hair and brown eyes that hail a way to with tears. "Testis wept."
o you suffer burning, scanty ng
of widening Innoeently up at RoddyIII. Jesus Raising Lazarus (vv. 13$too Ire11101111yrolet1011; backache,
:I way that hail made I'lironie grimly 44J heed-ache, dizziness, swollen feet and
sick while *he ...talked through the
Ills great sympathy now exprrssed
grades? Are you tired, narrows-1W
I irnyard showing the youna thing iheelf in tonwrnatural power. Symfrom the city how old "Stiimpy." the pathy would he ralueless without this
all unstrung and don't know whit is
hen with one foot, was rearing a brood connection with divine power.
won?
at turkey chlsks Corinne had pouted
Then give scone thowols 13 vase
prettily over her own ignorance conit ilarl to be is- ruing. too!
kidneys. Be sure they functizn prowMusic
"
writing all farm lore, and Reddy.
Moab-, like n trite coin, ring* heat nn
ly, For lunchonal kidney chsordei pet's
tickled,
!minis-mit,
had
laughed. the domestic hearthstone. The es
min attest "taste to slay in Me blood,
Sophronla would never forget her own
pence of It no more belongs to the conand to poison and upset dor whole
effort :41 serve the girl fetal tea In the cert
11
011
room than -reverently let It he
system.
slit.nst room. She would never forget said-doe%
religion te the church. It
Use Dosn's Pills. Doen's are for the
how l'orIntle's 11.1% 1121.1 r011110.1 Oser moat need.%
Is an everyday matter, ensIf
kidneys only. They are reconsniended
the pima.. scanning the floors, the terina the hearts and home., or the ne..
by Martha Oopn(u-s
use werid over. You can get the nenwails. 111P 111r111111rP. And Itiatily hail
plc, otherwise Its true functions remain
sat there holding a gloats and strug- unfulfilled
sine, tinteetevtad Dosn's at 801/ dna
TI
gling to
his hands took email.
store.
The neichbora did not know %sheen
Repeata
ncel
Itielily hail gone, It Was Inst a. Neil
Repentanee I. a goilleax end The
Inn&
They talked too not, h tie; thov.
preserver of (hose- who have erred.CONIIMS1.1/1
Julian,
Copyright Martha °stylise
WNt Sera Isis
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Lesson for August 18

BOYS! GIRLS!
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BLA IPIEAD$ /elf
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MAKE THEM HAPPY
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lien it shipped
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eionpany has
H temper:0.1r*
shrenbeit, anha at the alive*
sun's external
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II.' end tither
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ore of 411.0051.\% hen will
that tempera-

hosen to fight
's-k. says In a
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NIP lrivers to
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ire still (satiny be paid for
osi
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f Oreece will
per cent of
r. Ile thinks
nee crowned.
to Mad
'ski coati' do.
In • dispatch
remarks that
. not *way to
uocionfortto Greeks.

shipment of
hsus.loln, also
In Italy. AnEthiopia de1 guards for

F own guartla.
'lei oitt their
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SHOT'

Quick, Pleasant
Successful Elimination

• Wintersmith's Tonic

MALARIA'

A Good General

aci you ever meet a gangster's moil?

RidYourself of
Kidney Poitons

You never met one like Siker. Daughter of a
gambler, she gave
her heart-anti more-to the big shot of a Chica
go "mob." Yet,
something new, more exciting and more important,
61. discov.
ere(' in the s ind-swept beauty of the Dakota
prairies.
But-

D

"To think." she cried,"to think that when the rc.il
tiling came,

TrI.RE ALWAYS ANOTHER YEAR
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DOAN'S PILLS
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Business and Professional Directory of Fulton
Firms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
Best Battery Service In Town

Mouse Throws Flier
Into Dizzy Spiral
4:ninbler.

imlard Oil Products. hues .i.1,t

tong hate been vont
tiny Moline call

Greasing and Servicing

Huddleston Service Station
23 Years of Service to Back Us
Ilome Portraiture

4 1111..

jiikesiiii lis
that is
any

wiiiiiuu

but Donald
I. 4;i el •I e, 11);lig
111.1.11., la
istriietor 111
not laughing at any mouse jiikem
I 10 has a reason. Ile was 0111g
pilot,
WIIII 'Wheel Held. student
when aitlitntt lie grabbed the vow
trols, threw Ile. aliip Into a fast
spiral and landed in is ji y. Leap
Mg out of ilie lilt knit, he madly
his dying suit
loosened a leg
Out jumped -II moose!

ENGINEER TO TRY
AGAIN FOR FORTUNE

Kodak Finishing

ommercial Photograph

PHONE 693

Undaunted by Kidnaping, He
Plans Another Hunt.

GARDNER'S STUDIO

11.04 .1notles.—.5 treasure limit for a
fortufie lii Spanish till flis. jewels, gold
and silver—caviled In the wilds of Nilotic° n• early not 177I--wam pianists! by
Vremmak. California engineer,
Louis
who recently was raasi turd from Nlex•
lean bandits
Undaunted by the III fortune that
befell him on his first expedition.
Vrodo.sak was negothititig with the
biellean government for is•rtaiisslum to
explore eaves in to de..ulate mountain
region where he chints the treasure Is
hidden.
na ve documents whleh ,,how that
thousands of gold ii tad Over liars and
triangular gol , this were 1.11ried by
Spaniards to 14,544' (II1.111 from laixading
bunitit gangs," he maid.

AMP

FARMERS & CREAM SELLERS
Highest Market Price, Paid for
Your Cream and Produce
YOUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED

H. A. HICKS & COMPANY
MEARS ST. BACK OF LAKE ST.

FULTON, K1 .

Your Laundry Does It Best
just Phone 14
For a Driver

PARISIAN LAUNDERERS - CLEANERS

While the engineer till not reveal
the Joe:tiny of the purported bawled
treasure, he said he found landmark*
listed In the documents during his first
trip Into the territory.
"We found a waterfall described In
the documents, a rock !Milted like a
soldier and other significant landmarks,
but the caVe apparulitly has been covered by landsl.ules." he explained.
"When we go down there agaln will
excii.ate and bin con‘inced we'll flnd
the treasure."

EAT AT

LOWE'S CAFE
TWO IAX:ATIONS: FULTON AND PADUCAH

to Prevent
Killing Worst Enemy

FURNITURE AND ANTIQUES
REPAIRING CAREFULLY DONE

PHONE •ti

L. G. WALTERS
ON THE HILL
I.1%1

BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
l'rompt Service

CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 .AND 322

Jewelry, Watch and Clock Repairing
Done Right—It :•tays Right
All Work Guaranteed

SAM DeMYER
At Cole's Studio. Lake St.. Fulton, Ky.

LET US INSTALL
A Hot Water heating System In Your home
Or Business
Plumbing 11Ork of All Kinds

PHONE 412

F. S. STOVER PLUMBING-HEATING
210 CHURCH ST.

111...01141111111111110111111111.

FULTON.

New Tork.-11;ither than yield h. an
"obsession" to slay • man tie
for his wife's suicide and his ou 0 ruin,
Barry M. Confess, forty the. , 1 ,t1., a
prosperous merrhant. killed himself.
Sixteen months fog° his wife. Nell,
beautiful blond, took her life in Mia ;i,
Before he followed her to Iloath,
confess wrote to two frieeds saying:
"Please forgive me. I'll go insane
if I don't Ili) It
I've haul at0,itis!auit
pounding in my head and uai..
1401;111g for six months the .
to k.II —. (Name ilideteit
"Nell would he alive if e
for him. Ile caused my ri.••
"I can't atand it
been suffering the t.i.• •-.:
The note was :.
(lotittierg, C
y IAilter. Boston matoitartiirin. I
II'
I
notified after Confess %I;I,
'1 1.
a bullet In his heart. In a n.

Man Violates 5 Rules
Painting His Own Home
Alt loottoro. Mass.— Tele-;
luelleves that a man cit.
• • t,
house without tieing dr 1.. •••
,...t1

011 It wit, 411meovered
.
1111011,1'l 1.11
ilia( lit.' conlm. lxiii actirtes and two

11'e have served this community for III ears with sound
tittileelioll

Itair, iir

trousers Were in1.4/4111g.
the new Jill the prom
erly %%Is Iniund 111 the 1 11 111 111 1111 1111 11 13 of
1114. 1 1 1 1.11 11 11.11

lake tare of

I

INSANE FISHERMEN
EATEN BY SHARKS
Shipwreck Victims on Raft Are
Crazed by Heat.

FALL & FALL, AGENTS
OUR METHODS OF CLEANING
Wash Suits are exiii

the methods Prescrib,

By the Makers of Ito...4. Suits
Fl 1 14:,.1 On'
,'t1 fishermen are re.
covering here after the terribli.
of spending .111 thiyM on a raft In the
South China seas.
They met out on is fishing expedition
from Cortioisa. but their ship 8115
io coral reef, and they had
wreeked
to hifil.1 to raft and entrust thenisel%,
to the Sell
For ill (lava they drifted helplessly
Under a lila/log sun. They iii only
enough rive to la.1 Ilium hr IIVe du)s
1111d ne, fresh water at all
‘Veek a ft en
passcil and still no
help came, 'they suffered tortures of
hunger mid thirst, until three or their
number went mad and Jumped over.
companions saw themn
board.
devoured by sharks which relentlessly
shadowed the little craft.
%Viten It appeared eertaln they
would all die of thirst and they load
begun to drink sea wale:. rain fell
Finally, 1 Ill')' Struck land at Slim
. they were
Their clothes were In rag,
practically a1:1 Lel1 and c.nipletely
hangled. anti It was due only to the
wonderful nursing they received from
!Inlays that they eventually recov•
ereil

eediermen then left for Kitehing.
,
144.
Sara tt I, is here the .111pals
save them cl.dlies and provided them
with the money to buy losslige to
SI Igatiore.
F'riothere the bend,- survivorm
the ureek will be sent to I ..rttiesa.

ice cream are hail for ehildren.
understand It has been exploded. TM father's Interest In Iii, daughter Pro',
him a good father. I won't forbid 111111
to visit her."
Dolores:
"I'm hum:ry '."
Iler mother. smiling:
"Well, shall we get tier an
cream cone'!"
The judge;
"And a Pickle? Why notr
Dolores (with a piekle Ito one hand
and an ice cream cone in the other,
five minutes later):
"I•tn mit mi"
With maternal and legal approvn
Dolores' father still call for her Surid.
and lake her umt for 14' flue tn.,re
anti lee cream. under an agreemei
into which the parents and Mr.,
attorney, 1' ,,I1 Pomeroy, entered.

Blaze in Sawdust Beds
Debts Firemen 22 fedi1111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I', 11. - liii 1 1 1 411 1 1' 1 IA 14 it I xi hiCh
fi been horning for '.."2 yea
and has defied efforts to extinguish
In 1913 the Standard Lumber
a million dollar industry, tilts co:
pletely destroyed by fire which rag,
sto.eral 1..i.ts on the Missi.isippi ri,,

front.

Stomach of

Hen Lays an Egg With
Five-Cent Piece Insid(

Pierre, S. l).—Ato eight and one-halfpotimi stone ball, musAsitrIng the size
of a human head, wits found In the
stomaill of Betsy. two-year-old e.iys
owned by IL I'. I '..oper, Mate enaployee.
Huth, state director of animal
husbandry, Pahl he believed 14111)11
atones were swallowed by the cow as it
;Plink water fr,,tii tie Bad river.

1 1,1'
i,.,111111.: on the
C. •
i,„
•
' ;
:ride s, to;.•
lt,• it
,'.t,, Si
lie bad tat,,•ti t.. •
in 11.4 1 1 1 1 1
his teeth
n on 8 nickel
Ills teacher
"et era' snider,'
vonehed hr thi, tot that the 811411 1.
1
; •-••, "nrily bet.t) hri;ki •

Athens.
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WALKER CLEANERS I
li 1S. WALKER. Prop

Ii. IN I
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AS WELL
PAS
YOURSELF
HEM -116 AS our
esamined
SAKE DR. L. V. BRADY,

teeth and your
children's teeth
111(1 :Mended to NI )11 .

r

DENTI•, I
WO Lake St.

lOut,

•

ARCADE BEAUTY SHOPPE
PHI

E 59 FOR APPOINTMENTS

Three graduate beauticians to serve you. Permanents,
Marcels, Finger Wa‘es, Shampoos. Facials of all kinds.
Manicure.

WHEN DINING OUT
SMITHS NEW CAFE
Delicious home-((s.isc(1

mitt

Open Day and Nwht — Phone 172

P. T. JONES & SON

Patronize Our Advertisers

A

4

1/1:.‘1.1.:11S IN

PLUMBING AND SUPPLIES
\VEST KENTUCKY COAL
TELENioNt: 702

109 PLAIN S'1

QUALITY POPULAR PRICES
11.all Papers, Office Supplies
Ty pewriters For Sale or Rent

FULTON SUPPLY COMPANY
LL PAPER - OFFICE
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Still

Searehod In

Since then. firemen fregoently
been tailed to the former site of 1
company to extingiiish dames void.
Dargis, an unemployed ji
w .rt; break
out through the grolind.
er, liegan to paint his 11,
1—
ho
I'ire officials said that the plaint tai
department of labor tr, ! tu i..r
been hullt tn SalAIIIISt
eitargeil Lim with five
came compressed volt!' the passage ,
rules regarding safety
--r
years until they assima..ii a steel lit
,ft painting.
consistency.
Judge Ralph c•.•
2.
1
•
The fire reached these heds.
department and uleclin,1
Prolied deep into them. There the .'penIshment because tie ul•d!,'! Mid ahy
liens smoldered.
\\Atli atmosidite
rules In any law books
„,,,t eimilitions just right,
the flames ui,
'wondered how any citizen vi .0. I
their way upward.

Cow Holds
Eight-Pound Stone Ball

INSURANCE PROTECTION

11 818•
!wen Kent

and

Man Dies

I

iii81 Its. If. After they haul

Dad Wins Hs Daughter
by Ice Cream-Pickle Diet

DAY AND NICHT SERVICE

411 MAIN ST.

Steibeurne

Witted II redInerY -In the

Vrenusak said he obtained the docit•
mond,. !rutin a descendant of one of the
who burled the treasure and that
It specified the tinder may keep all "exChiesago.--In regard to piekles and
cept jewels and bible Jewelry.' which tee
u'rc:um for girls of six—
must be turned over to the church of
Mrs. Mary tiowey %Vow!:
Cololan.
I "My ex husband has etiAtio,fr of IL.
jose Navarota, the engineer's Mexican
'ores one day a week. On Sundays
att(prtiey. and Mary McKenney, 1.1""
her wit
1 I ; Ile takes her out and at
woman partner. whit negotiated for hill! pickles and
lee cream. 1 want hit'
release from the Niellean bandit. Juan kept from „w i ng
1'illareal. are working with him on re•
The ex-husband. ‘Villiam Cott ey
sumptlon of the treasure taunt.
1737
.. Wallen avenue:
"When I return an il find the for.
thitores likes them."
tune," he said. "I will be through with
iiiitge Rudolph Desort:
tie.isilre hunting forever."
"There's an old creilii that pickles

awn
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never
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you're

111 1 ruble,

Atm het lit

11,,sr

The
11 1 0

No.1 6,1i111•4 111111 1'111.1,11ig

0'1,11111.11

Ili

hl.

•
Is

aged
441114

ii

st.o..11

1111q11, 1i,111

1111

nettertiltt

that

her

if

5411.1f. Of

%hi, 4.11. 11

tool iiiiiiiiirthel eith

104 41.1

1111,1

mily

111

The

Iii•t

11 ;

good

Iiiihy

by
I,

urge of

Iii,'

fioll):111

come

"I

111,1111,
4
illsgracettillt

Idin

"Ibex

Anomie his tie s WW1 11 hilrg,1 1,141 erll 4
1,14.1)111111i that 1Ir. Pendell's mother
luid
lust steel on. writing (lust when he was

gulliT'Illy

34,1'1111.1

11 '1111re

him.

mow

reason

tei

all
to

It."

she

tel.!

tidelit

!thirtieth,

jigell kite: et beast%
tidily.

"Itlit

%t hen

seetimil te lair

It

In him.

have

regardleg

the

tine Iiiiii...il

Pen

up mm11..0111.4

,Xtel

presented

It

the

And
seitv Jest try te get It itwity from him."
Marbeth botched IIIIII she 4.)111/1 may

him that
Ile

little hov

Irette%Ident

mid

blanket

Wflf, still 1111110.111V fo,,1 HMI 44,4:641 y,IIII

the

trained

111111 .11W III 11

posisIbilitleil

lit

ttusit

knew

the

l'Or Ills, pr. sent, 11111A,•4er, She would
noth.rie

elephant

net

Net

task

herself

of

bark

ottitchiti;

41111

hut

1,1.114•Volf•III,

down

the

hall

tied 'mated

Into

Imek

Juni Juni

en

1,14.3,11,11 cry of surpris
e wakened
in the morning out
of her
heavy first slumber.
She heard hut, with a
matisfaiiiiin
that was followed by a
sharp twinge
of a
etileg like teal...ley.

Slie 1141.1 so far across the city that
she sewed for her patrons on

ellen

k.lile, she brought

her little

111011,
4

1111111

.......,,, op.

till

I0111 then'

It

RIO 1.1

For It

1411.,

the

way

41301

precise

sums ii

of

bedneen

her

(.14,set

door.

Claire Pendell knew
iirgetit

hail

eeth

only that

linsineme

that

Mir
called

her home that first night,

llowe% or, *ale

was

netliing
taken

the

uhout

at

work

in "
The

long

Wore

1,14,11

et Pilings.

exact

weight

the

alie

had

how

piece .lum Juni

deithed.
had

she

under

planned

hit

front

to

legs

1l VP 17 cents on another half yard

and

of geode.
with the

g..o/l,

wit%

1, 1141

these

able

of

days

even

Pete:ell

the

braIlle111.4,

and

work

bit.gs, sn

on

old

such

patrene

In

though

the

all

it.

primarily

wits all fur seeirgie.

on

after

him

won't

It

keep

to

family

even

gift et' love

"I'll

be

hours. eveMR

011le

- N4,11.1,114,•'

W115.0

start

y-4111

Insist

on

eght now.

ben

BrIng

And before Marbeth could warn her,
Mr.. Pendell bad pii•ked up one of the
razor biailes Marbeth used for ripping
slashed

and
with

olY

Juni Junee

left

ear

If.

Bow

stupid.

rout.) he so

mother

a

Thirtieth.

thought

or pro-

tt.,,t. or nmin11.111111.tit.

Of sheer

hor

rt,T.

Ile

one

put
held

nut

w:114

th..

other

its

Beetle of

net

Juni Juin

111fT*.uso.1

perspiration

the

other

fiteirgiel

No.

no!

tVily,

him.

what
'
s

SAP.

111

"1:corgje's

mother

have

the

matter

with

Marbethi's

voice

Ile

thInks

you're

stilly'.

new

n

I'm

not

hurting

!dm.

ceat.

Stop

crying

At

violently

and

"
once,
Si,' 'Meek

ii

1,,

Jum .Itim

rhie

elittectiee.

far entl.

leirled

eel'

bats

th-

111111

eight

the

thins:ere

%ere

already

should not
filrgut ten, ft,r, 1 if

haps 1

1111111. true.

But

of

the

fergottim.

Per-

were

ceurse.

I bs t

n

squire

of

lideadevrs
was In
l/me
Ile

a lid

ill/II1P.

the eireett rnrest

Ile

didn't

feel

411.1[11

knew

what

bong

he

reached

Chilre l'endell's one idea wax to have
1),•11er frifill II10/4i, ,111'4.11110,
up

wharly

by

Ity

Xl11111/ (IMIMile

and

little

sale

little

Dons.
poor

tree

Calif..
niet

In

the

(ireen Meadows his lienrt 111,
eatl114 light.

I'll and decided to

Collier's
when

In

/I

flights
down

when

on

the

he Is a
chleke

1.1,A d'

ore arm M141 spanked him as he stood

'might after

esitchIng his breath for a fresh start.

try.

came

bird/ in

Whet/ I Any ''If
malty

than

mhos.

kindly

1.4•111- 11

111/1 11A

hii (Mille

e

1 fl.

(110/1

Wilb

I/

.14.)41/111A

Anil

than yau hral 1 set

deeper

TI1P

tinily.

„ .

mynitraile

of

they've

math

Are

platuly

in

bruisty

view

(

he Is

ills

.51115.orip or thor 10,log
at

In

honker

the

comity

WN111 /se•ors.

to

Gay Ensemble

Settle
greater

Muth

depends(

tienith

of

the

ED WYNN,The Perfect Fool
tattle

A

for •

vm-ron.

Si, PHtt

I.) lb/ With

he Is a

man has

one

Wife too

higunlietr

to() 111111.
yet, )1,11
VIM MP. Ile has hot et Maniited bigamy,

their Mr. Wynn:
hear ae many Itiken ateint
matrlmotiy that 1 often wonder
any of the
'fillies 1 beard hart- any troth
behind
therm
For instance, are all married
people unhappy?

telly the

1/111.1.A
.% ItE.
AIINWPr, 'loll are not right.
I know
a man who has iitily one
etre,

and

only

the

other

although

"Oh,

Danny,

I'm

Glad!

So

I'm

day

be

told

/001

things

many

readied
Nanny
But

long

Lau) it

tnielit

that

11:11i11,%'14

the I;reen
to do and
!Lethal!

I., go

happen

snug

Nlea•low

Way

and

light, for

Hawk

sailing

round

and

round, high in the Mite, blue sky.
Itteltall

watt watching

II"
with

those

wonderful eyes cif his for is
fat
Meadow
but that didn't worry
Danny In the least.
Yon Fop, hie knew

Pat how

to keep

iut 1111 sight.

After a while he reached ;me of his
slut privitte little (tilt 1st
The brown
grass hung over it making a regular
little

of It.

tunnel

Itanny

scampered

silting as fast

as his short

legs

take him and

T.44 prenently

he re:tolled

his

Min.

The

were

to

hidden

ehildren

gee

something.
having

an

Nleaitow

would

If

little
rieed

he

Inside,

out

N

(AV

that

ator

is a

CREAM

ICE

mechatii.-al

the

twoone

has

nap.

/41i,-11

refrIger-

party

vras

When

ture which

little summer outfit
hy

Maureen

dress is hackles..
with
and

red, green
white

which

Is

MUM

O'Sullivao.

'fbe

A white them perwe
and yellow bawling,

accessories

complete

tbe

ensemble.

him,

ion

yo'

him?
Tours truly,

1

CI.AKA

Answer
means tic
with
and

What
!Imply

this:

his saxophone
the

your

prInee did

K NETT

boy
frith.:
Ile apnearekt

around 9
'
,
fewer
not

nrrive..at the
performanee till 10 o'clock. Therefo
r*
he really appeared before the primer

e Aft/ ••1 mmi

44dinrenp•ar••••
WPM Service

1

Modern Betsy Ross Makes a Flag

mute toe stirred.

prepare the mixture. set the
control for freezing desserts
forget all :shout It untll the frveoing Is
cotnitlete.

ly

above,

liere

know a tiny who likes
to show off
there Is a crowd
around.
lie
plays the saxophone
soups, omelets, berrt
very poorly yet be
,cs and Me a
111W113 ft braes about
loaves, but now comes ow t!, r1i111.4
his playing
lie
said that %%lien the
discovery of what this :er.atil.. legrePrince of Wales
was
over
here
dlet can do for ice I ream.
that the prince attended
With the
an amateur perform
ance and the prince
use (it
ta ld
'
'
i ra•
a
rel"TY
"1"
"
:
cemmanded him to
Crt'AIU CAD be made tit ithom 0."
appear. with his
of cranking the freezer.
Vet m. more
creatu is required ttinn for tiii. mix-

a

Gay plaid sseersucker, in red, green
and yellow over white, fashions a love-

saxophone, before

an

become comoon its the preparation

For those who have no merefrigerator,

ture into a

turn

the

mix-

Ice and salt

mold. pack In

no

and let stand for four or five hours.
Formerly recipes of
mousse
the

You see, Sanity was out
getting

647
3
-Y0

people's

posed to bring any little
thing that Is
around the house which
they ran find
no use for, and yet
In too good to
throw away. Ladies
cannot bring their
husbands.

Dear Mr. Wynn:

chanieal
4 If

other

money ao

SABAH ToGA CHIPS.
A "White Elephant Party"
where the ladies are sum

everyday affair, we are learrom; new ways
of economy In foods us %tell as
energy.
'Ilse Hiss' of iiteck cisiking

haters

the

there

to

hrotielit

hail

efter-ilinner
Nloime

home.

Into

Ladies' In-

asouielatten de.

have
decided to give hi novelty
party In the
Town hall.
have you ever heard
of
White Eleplotnt Party?
if so please
describe it in detail, will
you?

:Simply

Rarely

half.gr•rwn
him

TAPIOCA

on
Meadows; he knew Just what
where to eo. Ile could 1441
.
,

the

that

Book

Mouse and the babies.
was

looking

We need some

Answer:

1
4
1
oth
1
eaio1(

aril

home

to

affairs.

the

Auxiliary, as

•••-3

bef•ore

httle

heart

that

'1/4011

of

I. RISII.
men.

Sincerely,

So

Glad!"
the

me

to one woman

be is married

I ear Mr. Wynn:
I am secretary
quisitive

Yours truly,

type,

with a large proportion of cream

have

hail to

be

satisfactory

IFIWO NN

without

in

used

results

get

order to

In

texture,

the

stirring.

.‘11 cream des.serts
as well as costly to serve

average
for

after a

housewife.
children

the

heavy

also are

and

adults

dinner.

Chocolate lee Cream.
T.the

two

...quart..

chocolate cut

into

Of

unseeetened

patecs

teo

'.!

oupfule tif milk in a it
heat.
When the choci•
heat

with

ideteied.

and
That Easter probably derive
s
its name from ractre. a S.-1

the coon

lost

eittistarel

tilivsittis. ntid

the

Answer:

rotary

a

tap.r•

From the be.
ginning they •lettion.arate the
Irulepen•I
vnee wii;•11 make them one of the moo

N 110,

I layed
Coes Ilse

transmitted

main

I have read it gr441( 111.111 lately about
bigatily and bigamists
.it In I not right

spoonful of salt and

to determine their ties.

to

I fie

1/1•11(1 t

pressure It, which

presseres

:

Weekly,

when they nee about twelve week•
end iut,ttl then It 14, .1111‘.../ in, ,,,

Of

--WI41. 1.14.rv/r•

nide

114/11,1, 11114

sincerely.
Mn, %%

growing

old

uf

vim

bow great is lose.

inside (if

are

rake,.

111,111 If I IX 0(1

lintel; cooking

week

whole

the

art

fetony

instantly

and

111111 N 11111.1 I.

Mir-

stunt any elliillee/4.

know

three

disappear.

pri

Nanny

is

liter's

foot-

the

air

sithjected

1111.111

neighborhood. snit

8(111

Ile can make

was

up

414.1et

Stoildn't

Den r

Santa

that

nalstoplets

I .111

I thoio•ht

a MI

(1,
'

our

I

Answer:

take It along,

11,10n 1114 hatched.

It

gettisig

Loan

as 1

Add

run

heard

BENNY

floor.

Young Quail Aro Active
Thp quill 1.4 one of Ibis'
test' lank

he

one 'if

the extra

the

milled..

Trulv

Appar-

Hatfield.

gun

paths.

are

the

Barbara.

along

Just

have been staked to ere.. to you to
tusk
If 34111 %1o:i I /My 14,4110,("1111nres.

the

is eliown

the ground.

I lit!al

pi, Idea

Wel ;611,

her

roo.

could

w)nn:

Mr.

We

rich

Grite••

sat

by

too

%%Altos%

hpider's lair ;
woos bravely

that

UESTION BOX

for

'several feet from

task

__

lint the
of

he

borne,

hiirryitig

Vitality of Plant Lit*
life

Is), as

his smug
steps

Ile
edge

the

The
thought

111

Ile knen that

vitality

plant

COI/ WO,

I

he
end

Greatest Depth for Divor's Work
'1114. greatest (lentil at whirls
work ran ho nceompl
ished by • MVP(
hut275
%Viten a diver descends,

he depterved it.
Ile WW1 glad, ei.er so glad, to he home,
he felt most uncomfortdlile.

hope. there.

to

alio

Awl

CT 54:

Ind

he was moi-

at

by it fig tree standing in a
Jungle grown
over a military park near. the
ancient
city of NItirshidithed,
giant
cannon-17 feet In length. N
feet In
eiremnferenee :mil e.glit tons
In weleht
Is horizontally imbedded In its trunk.

The

stein ever

'alit)'

are too rich
of

11 PI

be

cobwebs

and grin
fling skittle, society dances
melt dawn
m lisle
relayed
from
"Set ent
Heal en."

MX

give.

1/1111

AP

If

I'm so geld'

dead '"

Manse knew then

I 111 11 II) ling.1 II II/ V1,/II•
be W1111 li/ be allle (0 e%

his
U11/44.111- 1..
Ile nuspeeted
Nanny %mild Ike very (*roes,
very
cress, Indeed.
Ile swivel-red that he
was dire for it scolding, such a 14120111
If11(

had quite put

its

It was %Idle lie wait

that

lhalikeel hula
tVtiliefoot,
for all the latter trid (Ione ler
hIns 1114,1
'111'11 11111i111.1 OM
I111. 111,11 1,W 1011111114
told once more started for
the Oreen

sign.

polished

het

1114

sheet

roshed to Iiiin ins lug, ''(Its

SO I //1/1D)'s t 11.111ght• were net
of whist
lie had been through. hut Wt•fi•
of getting 1101111'.

Nanny

Imitation

him

itit bitt

etopmel

jiliilti

gyre that fire past art. not
worth think
Big about. They must keep their
unrolls
clear for peseible dm gets to
1.0MP

Londoner "elm
14 retested a drink" lies
buried

a

at

her Imblex.

%lit.

eye%

that

mit of his mind.
That la the
stay s'. ill, the hole people of
the Orem,
ores, ited the tlreen NI,q111,,WM.
I hi ti

Input

hears

nne

donft

%ere plating her tricks.
Then,
instead of the sharp %VIVI% I11
,1 1111,1•1 led
zuiuuh klIPW he richly demi- lived, Neney

dinner.

loss',- ii%

iirentlful

say that they

Danny

for

Sunbeams;

them

them

.‘1141 on

over and sat down hard oti the sewing
room floor where he screamed limiter

Georgie

4.11

plate to the

It

that •E1/1111. aged

bet.es-.

short

jerked

Jolly

V
(
..11115, istealitig threugh
the 1;11.411
I mew, !homy Meadow Neee....
begau
to lie lowest'.
Iii' wits thormi,eily rest'

knew
of

and grtiewome pictures of 1.4,11,,,4 torn friqn
their grotee
arid lying naked OH MI
• M1.1 Ilt•
work of one of the
younger feel modern school of twist.
It Is salil-ferm
the "mural" decimation.
A seers. lif black relfirec us
ill. Imitn
that tiro, liattillee
anil fittings
Paleted
on their sides are the tables
lit eldelli
II,.' gueete sit.
A massive mauseletim
!sting with wreaths of
evergreen la lit

that shook fleorgie so that he toppled

She

toper" Illlego.1

n!nrii.,th., vfnr.: h.: 1;,.o„

Crio-gle.

tom

old

Iluiluitu

the

hurting Jinn -311 W
'
'Bow

t Isitor deseends

114•11,,;1111,

ently.

above the tumult.
ear.

timid

proclaims the merits or demerits
of

The

you, tieorgier

"him iiiMst

lit

1111 every wall tlf 1114. long
eerie r.situ
are painted graves and
toutlistenes.
each sine I ..1.1ed "It.
I. P.1 11 ,4:gm-el

W,11-

I.et

"It's the ear." said

first

floor of the club Is
room cal1041 "Seventh

Ile Is
with a Stall from twine
hidden
siren that WiltI liiglut any
self respect
log gilest to shame.

appeared

ills neither pulled .lion juin as firmfrom

the

It'

under his tawny curie.

ly

III.N

piteously for
"Noailatioana-

ear.

tier.)11111,4

net.
.
"
11111",

coteld

wrong.

around

erns

amputated

the

neither

Iii.

what

ed

viL

the

Beaten," with the
usual tiny dance
litter and bored Jazz hotels
that can be
seen in any night club
anywhere.
It,
the dark coittier is n dimly
lit staircase
thut leads down tothe
Morgue."

beneath

-4;eorgiel''

and

pleasantly

hail

hideous, rasping; isereitm.

understilind

of

stored

were

Ii' uits ii

the ground

effect

4:purge. scrennied.
A

Miura

Danny

No glad'

DANNY'S MOME-COMING

the antart folk
small

ing from 11116

mother. lieergie."

te

a

IIII1I

pay Inc for all the rtiateri,W" sleorgie'e
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In cf.!,inz awn,
‘nt the rechm, to
avoid as
con'irt
pos.lble wPI.
the Navaho at
their neighbors, t
fez •• • - '
•
g....
river to fl•ii Verde. nt..1 at las. hail
reached l•rescott in tilts dev,ous nu in•
Her. (111 the %ay two of the mi n .1
one of malaria the other from wounds
given him by the ine:ans, so that the
man who told the story watt the tine
totrvivor. Ile, afraid that retribution
would overtake him also. hailed the
rob% under a boulder near it iprinz. at
the foot of it mountain past w?... 1,
Stream Moved into a small va9e. The
place he ii.iterIlied as near Prescott,
lie neser dared to return to his
cache; evolotitly his fear of the Indians was bitted on first hand knowi•
edge. But on hls dying beil he begged
the priest to go and recover the gold
for !lie U9e of the hospital.
• • •
In caws a placer mine, a ledge, a
Shaft, and gold and ailver together
wisy prove to be too mixxling a rembinntion, a few words of explar .tion
will clear up the matter. The Spinier& foaml the plaver first. and t
looking about for the smirce o•
Tom. they saw the ledge, where gold
and !diver ores were minod.
Romaine the silver In their rudo
eurnace tvrod.....•.1 the matte, and the
ailver was probably taken away In Ili:.
form, to he cht•mIcally treated it;
„.,
. ..
• shaft wag sunk in .he sear, ii root.
Nether gold. which led to the deveiop
Went of the mine.
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acrovs the h.o•L
fashion.
Floners In the
jaat

the xprain of r. 1 •
dashing brum-tv
dark curls. Jtivt I. •
Another new idci .
Int a single orci
•
braceleL

r--i THAT WAS SURE A
SON,TO THINK-1
: GREAT CATCH, DIZZY!
1FAST YOU GOT TO BE 1
i AND FAST THINKING iWIOE-AWAK
E. ANC,
!c _
_at"
......) TO
%WOE -AWAKE ,
YOU GOT TO HAVE PLENTY OF ENERf_v!
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01 v•
titra
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• - are
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1 ear
t7tach- 1 Aele.!
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,140W CAN I HAVE
I Lt. TELL. you ONE
,k.P...e-NTY Of ENEQGY1
) SWELL way •••••- EAT
-....-.- GRAPE -NUTS IT
TOPS
'THE BATTING ORDER FCR
MAKING.
ENEQC..Y t KNOW --I EAT IT
MYSELF
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v "v ,•is
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New Silk Patent Leath
er
Belts for Daytime Wear
;Ake soft, crashed g r.re.
:ire rie
new silk patent leath. t.. It
hr day•
Nine
tires:tet
t
They b: RIIOgIs a mond
The dramatic sweep of ostrich feathers on fall hats forecasts the return to the Vr3;Sf, Arid are Just a bit wider
than
the belts you've been
elegance In fashion. Ostrich feather
wear ty.:
s
straight, curlisl, jaunty or flowing are The colors match or contra.t with all
our new PROMPT' ,
twine TV Ira on all trrea of
Tro.Q...41--TWICIlt rl
hats front
,;
•
. %ening. The pl..tor...-nac dark red, pink, Bloc, ynllow and
black
seiern .•,
In the Illustration .s In They give a smart touch that 4111/411
laight gm.'.-' v. hair. Its crown la rut notch to your costume and iirivies t hit?
It pays to lie up (1.11:11P ,
shsrt :) It 1, II' I.V a be.11'11f111
1 54,:i In de
Week
and white
e witch emerges un- tails!
deneat, t
0. curl!: c softly down
over the ne• k 'I he nth,' hat Is a
G.it Bead Jahots
tlte
•"'"
are net is it .13.4 of
organdli.
with ihniier ,Iressen The body of the or IRee,
The silver and g.lt head
vs
hat Ilt sheerest net-werves am a foUn- Fiery Is moderni
stic and combines the
dation for the luxuriant feather which role
of dress Jewelry with that
of ia
constitutes the bilin and trio.
jabot.

.....,,.
116.
Bo
.j
.ys!

•.Get Valuable Prizes Free!

Join Dizzy Dean Winnerscarry Dizzy's Lucky
Piece!
Send the t. p It. :o one yell,w
and blue Grape Nuts package
Dirty New Winners Masaleorship with yet.;
,
name rind
sa,
t
o
Grspe-Nuts,BattleCreek.Mich.„
Pin solid brow,,with red enameled for
membership pin and copy of club
1r:retina. free for I Grape-N..1
manual,containing list
of
37 rate frise
Issskvirr 911•4 I.
t.;
;01111.111 ot energy.
*Ft; fun, hisartro ssk forPrim 301,
start eating Grape-Nuts tight
away. It has•
• winning flavoe all its own
Dine Dmin Iletfry Piste,
-crisp, nut -hire, de.
law like
ISeir tames-soh his rood luck
litmus. Economical to serve, too, for tw-,
tame
.
mono on reverse "ale. Free for I
spoons, with whole milk or cream.
Grape N.01 pick age-Inp. In ordrrvaried ricairiahrvent than many • provide more
Las husky piece, ask tor Prue
hearty meal.
301.
(Offer expires Dec.31,1935. Go.si
only iat U.S.A.) A Prod ect at Linnet
Powls

a

sesesitasekrelliNNIIP
,--;asalis
.
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and Also Comfort
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S'MATTER P01)—

By C. M. PAYNE

0. K. by the Ink

.2240
No 11110 t,iis ..%er designed anything to equal the title and comfort
of the "Wrap tirottud” for efficient
perfortnanee of household duties.
And In our erowded lives NK/BY, Eto,•leney plays an important mart. PerLame thatts why a howse frock that
could "go to marliot" to prove It.
‘t•ritatIlity tat• 1,4,011 roncei‘ott. I4on't
those Mr: square buttons ronform
beautifully with the niiltine rut at
the front?-and ifa of in311. til*
wrap Is (loop enough to keep front
popping out tit the wroth:
:time. contilentiatiy, freedom Isn't the only
‘irtue of those slee‘es -they're no
t-ary to make.
Pattern 2:.!1(1 Is available In slain
1 14. In. 18, :01, M.% 34. :61,
40. 42
and 44. Size 1f, takes 4 yards 98
Irteh falter. Illustrator! Plep by *tap
seining InstruetIons Included.
Send FIFTEEN CENTS (15e) ft
twins or stamps (coins preferred/
for this pattern. Write platnly name,
address and style number. BE Stit14
TO STATE SIZE.
Address orders to Sexing Clrelfs
Pattern Department 243 West Seventeenth Ftroef., No-v: York.
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Not So Fast At That

"REGIAR FELLERS"
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EQUALITY

MESCAL IKE

"WOmen are advising equal richt*
for men In matters of alimony." rot
rkal the hostess.
;
I "U'e mtcht to even further.' said
Misv raytinne, 'and tn.i.tt on a Itlu•
Eagle coda for sirobte•

Two Heads Are Better Than One

By 3. L. HUNTLEY

I

4es

Playing Sof*
Her Wealthy rather-IIow
you have the cheek to avk for my
darzbter when you Sr. earning poen
I t-salary?
,••
• Well, you see. I tildn't like
sr
howl,rnv Joh untilI vt.a• f.17ft•
Of yotrr eon...mt.-London liarriorist.

ii

'
44

Knew All About Her
Tt190 Teller—..snort ICOTTille

.
,

IMF,
. you

tremble!

.Mrs. Ittrher-That's my dress' maler-sa..s &he's short ahd wants,
her looney:
4

jLj
.')

Our Pct Peeve

611.1C -NS 'a iii LAMS

PICKING UP

13) M. G. KETTNIR

i

Going Down Grade
'What's the Idea ot all the noise
at nip hour of the -.kW"I need practice on my t•-otriboan
Tre been letting it hide latelyi.'Exehange.
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tiow much better it would be 1,.1
0
Taking another's dust is hotel the English anal the (lemons 183
--- 0
dust returneth "
torpeduea were fired by both aides.
Ithis Wan if he would make the same
(hi slow when you drink Ice wa- Only 21 hits were aciired, each Of
SAFETY s10GANs
effort ti• help himself How much
PUISLISHED EVERY FR/DAY
which sunk a vessel
tie these hot days
14dter it would be for his own self
0
THE TALENT OF LOYALTY
Avoid heat producing foods in
0
The famous liglitliouse on the
anti
he
much
better
how
and
respect
Editor.
• I
It
I
I
J. PAUL BUSHART,
Mohr of Naples, in the Mediterranh•it weather.
swim,
do
Remember
If
yeti
can't
quality
of
wi.man 1 believe the
ean was recently extinguished for
his family could live.
Established January 28, 1933.
loyalty makes up for many short tua go into deep water. Don't jeo- Remembe, a wound in a hate the last time niter burning every
coming an individual might have pardize some one else's life by mak- foot caused by a rusty nail may night for six hundred years.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT I like to see an employee loyal to ing it net votary for them to come to cause luck Jaw.
Entered as second class matti•I
Remember nothing is too filthy
observathai is that the aver- his employed. Though every one to your rescue
I
My
June 29, 1933, at the post at Fulton
.
I In making open face fruit pies
Remember The jaywalker has no for a fly Keep out the flies.
town does a poor job of else feels that his employer is a
aniall
age
It is estimated that nearly one- remove ?ionic of your dotight behy . under the Act of March 5, 1879 supptirting as home industries.
failure I like to see his employees defense.
Fire claims 7,800 lives annually. sixth of the population of the Unit- fore adding water and crumble on
stand up for him. I feel at once they
In ma.. town we have a high does are worth more as employees.
top of filling and cover with cream
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Almost a quarter uf these are cluld- ed States is on relief rolls.
the
with
equipped
There were '22.000,00o trees plant- Makes a deoriotis looking pie
ren under five and practically all
think every one feels Ore as
$150 home bakery
One Year
Ink stains can be removed from
ed in this country last year for
au latest machinery and owned by a do about it. When I hear an em- are due to carelessness
Six IVIonths
The man who wakes and finds shelter bent and forestry purposes. the fingers by dampening and rubdisparagingly
speak
ployee
of
his
young
aggressive
and
progressive
40
Three Months
himself famous, hasn't been asleep
It is said a pc:rifted flea, 5.000.00(1 bing with • match head
employer I invariably feel
baker, yet there is three times as asking him why he doesn't quit like
Before blackening the stove dip n
Impure drinking water produces Years old. .was found recently in
his
; cloth In vinegar and rub over it to
FRUIT OF A CHRISTIAN HOME much out of town bread sold in my job and allow some one else to hold typhoid fever. Know your drinLing East Russia
In the battle of Jutland, between remuve the grease
water is pure
To me one of the most beautiful town as there is of the local pro- it who will appreciate it.
I
like
to
see
a
man
loyal
to
his
ct•
tonies in the Bible is found in the"
I think of this anytime some tine town. I think one can be conscious
book of Huth. Not only are the ac- g • nti if all of the short comings of his
town
lion and events of the story beau.. gets up in Inc
town and still he loyal to it I think
town go out after t•very cituen
peoposes
that
the
should be loyal te his
tiful but nowhere in all literature
that other industries.
town or find a town that he • Id
is there to be found anything
No Wyss is justified in going out be loyal to and move there. ("u
surpasses in beauty and purity of
It is important to the town that a
after more industries until it learns
diction the touching and eloquent
those who live in it are loyal to it, a
to support those it does have.
hut more important to the nide .1
parting words of Ruth.
vidual himself The town can easily ‘'
Driven from the homeland about '
survive the failure of a few citizens a
Bethlehem by hunger and famine I
to accord it their loyalty but can
Naomi and her husband Elimelech
the individual afford to at
and their two small children had
moves an important and a il.MVShis loyalty It seems to me that nosought refuge some years before in THE SEED Elltti‘i WHICH
GREW THE CONSTITUTION ing so removes an important and
Moab. Here iiniong a pagan. 'ante- I
t neti.essary anchor.
states struggled
trous pecple Naomi and Elimelech ' Sorneh"w the five years i f h •
like te see a man loyal to has
clinging to their own religion, had through the first
Without
Revolution under their loose and family and his friends
reared their two sons to manhood• ineffective alliance, centining in such a quality he is only the tiesk
How natural that these two young ;the Continental Congress. In the of a mail I like to see a man loaal
men, when the mating time came, meantime, plans for a permanent to his best self. I care little how
debated much he has been able to gather
should select as their wives two of government were being
a pian had been drawn up in to himself of the things the world
the young women of the neighbor- Such immediately
after the signing calls riches if his attitude toward
1776.
hood. How natural, when death had of the Declaration of Independence life and the world in which he lives
deprived Naomi of her husband and This plan was embodied in the Ar 'is one of loyalty to his hest im•
:pulses. his best ideals, his mare
her two sons that she should again tides of Confederation.
of Confederation !worthy concepts
turn her face toward Bethlehem and ! The Articles
I believe if a man possess this
were ratified by the thirteen states
the friends of her childhood. When %a 1781. The smaller states. New loyalty all the others will be added
the parting time came it was not Hampshire. Rhode Island. New Jer- unto it.
the parting of merely a mother-in- sey. Maryland, and Delaware, had
law from two daughters_ m_laws; • held back, fearing that the other THE GARDEN STEAMER Is
states,all of whom claimed tertaCOMING BACK WED., M'G, 28
it was the parting of three people torialrights extending westward to
who loved each other with the the Mississippi River. would dormIn all its gaiety the big Steamer
strongest ties of human affection. nate by their mere size MassaehuOrpah was persuaded to remain setts. Connecticut, New ork. Penn- -J. S" DeLuxe, with its myriad
decorations.
sylvania. Virginia. both of the Car- colored lights and
her
be proved more popular than ever this
asgreed
%tregsitav,..aartd laisatnd
ndurGet
.t°,1,1rileast. ath
not turn back. How incomparably
Summer on the Upper Mississippi
beautifully she expresses her soul carved up into new states The oth- and Ohio rivers A large crowd gave
as she kneels at the feet of Naomi. era then ratified Ihe Articles of testimony on every trip to its popI think you'll agree with
flavors that will delight the family and
ularity this seaaten.
"Intreat me not to leave thee, or to,j Confederation
me.
Mrs.
Housewife,
that
goveonkeep them well fed.
steamer
is
pleasure
Now
of
the
bag
form
new
this
Under
return from following after thee:'ment each State remained cern- coming back ti thi•Srain far anpreparing two or three
for whither thou goest I will go, pletely independent. Congress could other trip, and the same band will
You see, electric cooking is the most effimeals daily with an oldplay the dancing psogram that
and where thou lodgest. I will lodge act only on:
cient method of preparing food with heat.
Slimpatrons
peace.
all
and
S."
or
for
"J
war
played
Declaring
1
fashioned cook stove in
thy people shall be my people. and ,
conduct of war. mer. Prron's Orchestra is not only
All things considered, it's very economthy God my God: %%hither thou diest superintending the
a sweltering kitchen is
Leveler ailing the Mississippi but
2. Building a navy.
ical—costing
less than a cent a meal per
I will die, and there will I be bur3 Controlling diplomatic relations alao the Ohio. where the big boat
exhausting labor these dog days. It
ied: the Lord do to me, and more
person.
4. Coining money and emitting made a tour this Spring.
WeaTS you down and is apt to put an edge
The "J S.- affords pleasure Ind
also, if ought but death part thee bills of credit.
larciier
the
ages,
comfort
as
Offices.
for
all
Post
Establishing
on
5.
your temper.
Let our local manager explain the adand me."
Regulating trade with the In- furniture and settees appeal to those
What a home Naomi's home must dians.
vantages
of electric cooking with a modwho do not care to dance all evenIf you'll give me a job as cook for your
have been to have created such a
Adjustin. boundary disputes ing. and the entertainment feature
ern
electric
range.
lien give me a job
family I'll keep your kitchen as cool as
furnished in Piron's band can be
between the States.
Christian home.
as
your
cook.
You'll
never regret it!
the rest of the house . . . relieve you of
I There was no executive authority. en toyed by all.
The trip on the night of WednesThe
, no Federal judicial system
half
your work in preparing meals . .
•
•
•
WHAT WE THINK
:Congress could, if it desired to. set day. August 28 will be sponsored
save your time and safeguard your health,
'up a court of appeal. No vote could by Hickman Elks Lodge No. 1294.
P.S —We sell the Hotpozni Range.
That reminds me. The fact that be carried in the Congress without Leaving Hickman at 8 30 p. m. the
good looks and cheerful disposition.
women smoke to the extet t they do the assent of a majority of 'tale -J S" will return at 12 00 p m.
Other good makes are sold by .,cal merMr. E. B Prather is again chairis due to the cigarette advertise- delegations. On all important measWhat's more,
give your meats, vegechants.
Buy the one you like best on
ures the •eotes of nine states were man fo this trip, and states from
testi_ 'tires
writers. It is a tr.bute
tables,
puddings,
pies
and
cakes
savory
present
payment
group
reports
a
easy
large
will
terms.
q!
mony to the power of advertising reuired.
This plan did ...lot bring about na- be on hand to enjoy this Moonlight
suggestion.
!tional unity. When the War of the Excursion and Dance can the "J.S."
When the publicity began to in-'Revolution ended. in 1783. the State Steamer De Luxe on Wednesday.
.kam
t.
n fsige
y
nredforamertre
aeih
fluence women to smoke cigarettes ,of Great Brita
Miss Ann Godfrey returned to her
leagnnizan
the first advertisers merely showed reco
lgoneies a
os an independant home in Paducah last week-end afa package of cigarettes in the same State, but gave no recognitioa to
I I It \t:1
1 "I.. ter visiting friends in Fulton.
picture with an attractive young the United States as a nation.
In 1134 the States claiming `-"eswoman. Later on the boy friend
came into the picture smoking the tern lands,
northedof
•
adv:rtised brand. The next step to the Congress. (This Northwest
showed the young lighting the boy Territory later became the sta'es
friend's cigarette. As time went on of Ohio, Indiana. Illinois. it. agan
the attractive young lady finally and Wisconsin I In the msant are.
.however,*the government tinder the
LI the package
of cigarettes in
er rrauth The change was most ! Articles of Confederation had orac-1
tically cellapsed. The Congress inl
spirit, such a loyalty and such a 1786 reported the Federation 'brake''
hand and a little later got one in with a debt of $42.0e0.000 and no I
.•haracter. surrounded as it was by credit
TheStates had to work ou5. their i
..nfriendly strangers and paean
own problems. Since there was no
oradual. The advertisement writers Federal regulation of eoseseees
es Icsought to keep just a little ahead of ltween the States. each Pecan ta set
i
up
protective restricti.ns aes I
the reading public and in most ingoods coming in front- other states.
stancer were successful
confused inter -state comtrotoe
This
In the later advertisements the
situation was the seed from e hich
young vornan is an accomplished grew the Constitution and our redsmoker arid the same skillful ad- eral Government.
In 1785 the States of Maryland
vertisement writer has succeeded
.n carrying the impression and the and Virginia appointed delegates to
work out a plan of reinilating comanvictiori to the young women of merce on Chesapeake
Bay and the
t'-c- land that smoking cigarettes is Potomac River. Tha delegates '-et
tdolatraa The lesson of this home at the home of General George
is one of many contained in the. Washington at Mount Verner. Virbeautiful story. The character of gime. They came to a satisfactory
agreement, and proposed a meeting
Ruth is the natural fruit of such a or
commissioners from all the Stan
smart Once they get that idea 'es, to work out a system of regulatacross their work is over except that ingA commerce w
cal edere betave na II ;f0 tr
maent.
they must still convince the young
that to be especially smart one musr in 1786 at Annapolis. Only five
states sent commissioners The Ansmoke only the smart cigarettes inapolis convention
asked the Cong,oss to call on all of the States to
send a cemmissioners to a convenOUR NEIGHBORS
And that's why the tobaccos in
I have a neighbor who is regular- tion in Philadelphia the following
Spring. -for the sole and express
ly employed at a job that require, purpose
Chesterfield are carefully balanced
of revising the Articles of
ten hours a day of his time. Ile ha:- Confederation."
against the other ... not too
one
quite a family and the salary h,The call was made, and ori May
17S7.
fifty-five delegates. reprereceived will hardly rover all the
much of one— not too little of
.
needs. To supplement his salary he,sonting an the tturtoon :stiles. met
on the hall, under the shadow of
another.
raised this year a large garden. T. 'tree
Liberty Bell. in which
care for it properly requires mews :claration of Independence the DeWe take the right amounts of
had been
-of the leisure time my neighbor has !.s
dignedu eleven years ntearlier,with
and
the
right kinds of four miles of
o
oeti
veme
m
He gets up early in the morning ,ourerw
enut ta n
Federal Government rests
.and esorks until dark Already
h!teem whcih it
tobacco — Bright, Burley, Marywife has put up by the cold pad i the Constitutionderives its newels,
of the United
method large quantities of pea iStates of Amreica
land and Turkish,
Leans. beets. corn arid tornatoea to
Ii t this balancioc of lobaCMS
the wonter He tell., me he expecial Mrs.
Wallis Koeling and daughter,
to supply most of his table wants ,r1,74,,.." Ann.
that rsiatet becirriieth m
the coming winter from the cellar
'Centralia. HI. to spend the remainand MACS theNS lbw( balcr.
cannot help but contrast hen der of the
summer with Mrs Keelwith another of my neighbors who
,ling's parents.
•
is on relief He made no effort to
ramie a garden of any kind He and
Mr and Mrs J 0 Lewis and
cisarrfic
his family live frier hand to n-Aaith children, ane and Jirraree. have been
They always have The spare time spending the past week in Frankthat be has he mends doing nothing. tort, Ks. visiting relatives.
etkitzlic that
is31. Loran a Myna Toaeco Co.
1 . 1.J•

N 1
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TWO MINUTE SERMON

A

CONSTITUTION

Just Give Reddy Kilowatt the Jot)
Cooking forYour Hungry Family

REDDY
KILOWATT
SAYS—

Kentucky Utilit;es Company

1
1
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ITelephone Cables Blow Bubbles to Aid
Linemen in Locating Leaks in Sheath

,

4-1-[B

—En.]

Below: Testing gas pressure In • telephone cable In
an underground
cable vault by means of a sensitive mercury marienie
ter. Dry nitrogen
gas uncer low pressure is used in telepho
n• cables
locate holes in cable sheath through which moistur In two ways to
short-circuit the wires. When a hole already exists, e might enter and
gas is pumped into
the cable and the decreasing pressure,
registered
shows the general location of the leak. Soapsud on special gauges.
s are them applied to
the sheath, and the escaping gas blows
bubbles
attention to the holes. Gas Is also maintained underwhich quickly call
In certain inter-city cables, and when a hole occurs constant pressure
in the sheath the
decrease in gas pressure sets off an alarm.

A

Above: A. inter city
telephone cable, part of
the 9.000 miles of such
cable in which nitrogen
cats is maintained experimentally under constant pressure.
When yea speak with seimeeine One species
of
rep.
aver the telephone, the eiinvereation gnaw through inslat Is known to Pee an inigla enter, 1,4q, '44
it. Cables beneath the lite thrill:1i the
will often keep
le carried by two small copper wires. ground are
imbject to electrolysie moisture from entering.
For part or all of the distance be- and submari
ne cables to damaee
tween the two telephones, these tam the action
Submarine Cable Kept in Service
of tides and currents.
wires may be grouped with many And even
the tiniest hole means
A eablo at the bettein et a river
other pairs of wires to form a caele. trouble.
was injured by a diedee r, a long
Here the wires are packed close tobides are hard enough to find in 8441, and a f. w lines a et 41 of
gottrr, yet they must be separat
at
from each other by a material whieh overhead cable swung 18 feet or service. Several tanke of gam were
will not conduct electricity. Fe, h more above the ground. They are im- used up during the two days befere
small wire is therefore completely possible to see in under-round or the cable could be raised from the
wrapped in paper, which Is a sates- under-water cable. Telephone line- teatime But not orOo did the gas
men Pirate tlom. just the same. escaping through the leakine cable
factory and economical insulator.
Many of them they find throueli the sheath hi--p any mire water from
Wires Must Bo Kept Dry
use of gas. It's very sarpte when you enteriter, but It dried out the paper
The rafted States Is criss-crossed know how. And they knew how.
insulathia en the wires so that the
with telephone cables. Not only do
Nitrofsen gas is Intl-mimed in the lines went beak into It..rviet.. And
they stretch out over entire eaves
eneer m eaere. Where it leaks finally, the bubbles Heine ti the curand cities, but they run cross counfaee shut- el just where to ratae the
out, there the bele is.
try. connecting the cities. They arc
cable. All that was then neeessary
bated in the air, underground. and
Bubbles Show the Leaks
was to repair the lead sheath and
at the botfents of lakes and rivers.
On an overhead cable, the general leaer the cable to the bed of the
The interior rf these cables must low gas preseure area Is first locea
d river azain.
be kept absolutely dry. A few drops by epeelal test Instruments. SusNew Use of the Gas
of moisture inside a cable can ruin picious places are then
washed with
the Insulating property of the paper soap suds, and bubbles point
newest
The
development In the use
out the
wrappings and the wires beeieue leak. The gas bubbling
up thrieeeh of nitriesen gen Is to maintain presshort circuited, putting part or all et the water from a sehrear
ine cable sure in acme of the important Interthe lines out of order until the leak gives the location
of a leak at on-c. city cables at ell times. Then, when
ran he found and repaired and the: When an undere-eund
cable leaks, a hole occurs in a cable sheath. the
at tam of the cable dried ,ut or re- It must be due up
or a sectioe re- gas pressure drops, a gauge closes an
paced.
placed. But the piece to do so IA electric circuit, and an alarm is
Many Causes for Leaks
shown by the a le in gas pressure. ghen. Thus freenently permits tee
locating of a leak before mestere
Leaks ran occur in the lead sheath
Nitrogen gas is usei berauee there
of a telephone cable in various a aye. is an unlimited surely in the atmos- can enter, and thus prevents any
permitting moisture to enter. Wei-re phere. It Is cheap ea obtain, and it lines in that cable from going out of
the cable is spliced, a lead sleeve Is can readily be fr - ed of all moistir-e. service.
Although the exter.sive nse of els
soldered around it. and a bubble left Nitrogen Is seippeol in sae I f
tinier constant pra sure inreales Is
In the hot metal may leave a bele no ders at a priasues Of ?..•
peeetie re'ativele new, there ac now
ale et
bigger than a pin-prick.
per square in.-!'.. and is fee In•o
A hunter may shoot at a bird roost- ph .ine reales Ciroueli relic-in; val- Seat macs of intae ite caale ;on an experielere
b ee; in
ing on a cable. and a sent puncture ves at a much lower pressure.
the United Stet `a. VI:, Siss pre', •
the sheath. Squirrels sometimes like
Gas under pressure in a calla- will
•n it) many times that number
to sharpen their teeth on the lea& not on:y
pe:nt out a hale
miles of telephone circuits.

a

WHEAT CONTRACT SIGNERS
TO ELECT COMMITTEEMEN
All of the wheat contract signers have been notified of a meeting
to be held at the new Chambeo• of

Commerce biulding at Fulton on
Monday night. August 19th. at 8-00
o'clock for the purpose of electiog
a county wheat allotment goo:raittee.

*tit
A CARE FREE

ek
4,
frea.,
EY

USING

aCItiG (''STANCE
While you

are

on your

vacation,seeking rest and
rflaeation. you neial not
Faye your pleasure spoiled by worries ever any unfin-

tante teles.hone service, look in

ished business or pro ate affairs

the front section of your tele-

back home which require your

phone directory. Or. the "Long

person •1 attention.

Dotanee- operator will be glad

Long distance telephone set•

will enable you to keep in

to tell you the cost of a call to
any city.
Enicer a carefree vacation.

tench quickly. etre:lively and at

And reinember.the “sst is small

low cost.

r,information on lone ais-

wherever you call.
MM.

SOUTH ERN ti-FLL
Telephone and Telegraph(iii;
Co.
v
lP-i(.L

RPORA

• 0

1.

Until the present time four counties have been combined into one
association. but because of the inconvenience this association is being broken down into county coganizat tens.
The new contracts will 'oe rea Iv
in a short time and all of the lariatera that have wheat contracts are
urgad to attend this meeting end
select the county committee.
The new contracts will be for
four years beginning with this fall
seeding and lasting theough
The secretary is only asking for .1
15 percent roduction in lctle
at the end of each year a via,
.
be taken to determine vi.hellie
contract signers wish to co.
the prograni. If 25 percent
ecinti act signers. petition the sec., tars the program ca" oe discontiuecl.
Ten cars of lime have been le
in the county. Since the fahave been getting larger pi-ices
then- products they have beLutt •
improve their farming methods a
build up soil conditions in order •
•make larger yields of products
a smaller acreage.
The price of agricultura'
so small now that farme..not miss this oppirtunity to •
lime even though they may ne:
to use it at the present time
can be boireht delivered at
for $1 10 per ton in car loads s'
finely ground stone can he secor:
for $360 per ton in hundiod •
bags
Every farmer should have enov
land so prepared that it will
enfetieh alfalfa hay to take chis livestock during the wont*,
thus insure himself of a
.
supply of good hay.
Lime with the help of phi-or
will more than ow
on!!
year in the increased yield of cr. ,
grown This has been proven
cenvincingiv at the r tat'
Station at Princeton. where
to Ion times as many head ef
were pastured (-Ti limed land

tin- ti the thoroughbreds are being
seat away from the post.

the 14[11 tic 4,1 ‘
,.1444..14 te,a4.11,,
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GRACE MOORE COMING
IN "LOVE ME FOREVER"

ire

rrauirn

Millions sigh dream live anew
as Grisce Moore, with all the glor:.
of her God-given voice, brings new
OUR Dalia
.11VitONIE
'vulga
ror
Latin
tongue
It is the hours of thrilling entertainment'
The only eiv to find out who
The divine star of "One Night .,!
Wrote a particular book of the translation which the Roman CathLove" returns to the Orpheurn the.
(diet.
church
uses
today,
and
it is a
Bible, or at what time, is by a study
,atre on Thursday and Friday co
of the book itself. For instance, noble production.
I next week in
her newest and greatWas
he
thanke
d
for
his
work?
when we read the that verses of
On
the
contrar
y,
he
was denounced est triumph, Columbia's "Love Me
Luke and find that they were writForever."
ten to a man named Theophilus, and for tampering with the word of
1 To a waiting world there can be
God.
His
name
was
a
byword
and
then read the opening verses of Acts
Ino more heart-warming news! No
and find that they also are addres- a reproach. But Jerome did not
'news so rich in its promise of soulsuffer
in
silence.
He
hat
back
at
his
sed to a man of the same name and
:filling romance, ear-lilting mei°.
that they refur to a "former treat- critics, telling them exactly what ;
they
were. He called them "fools" dies! "Dive Me Forever"— drama,
we at once ask ourselves whetromance and music are brilliantly
her the two hooks are not written and "stupids" and "ignoramuses"
blended in a grand story—is a gift
by the same man. It is a reasonable and "biped asses." To the end of his
to Ole whole woeld!
life
he
was
cursed
and
denoun
and proper question. In one way
ced
A girl—from the lap of luxury!
it makes on difference who wrote end called an atheist and a heretic
A maro-up from the gutter! All`
Luke and Acts. Both books are of and a whore-monger. Meantime,
thrown together—tor
apart! It's
more value to LI when we find that by its sheer excellence his work
was gaining readers in every gen- stirring drama as Grace Moore and
the same man wrote both.
Leo Carrillo battle against the fates!
So it is the function of the higoer eration. He had to wait a thousand
Also in "Love Me Forever- are
years
for
his complete vindication
critics to find out so far as they can
Michael Bartlett, Robert Allen and
the date and authorship and rela- —when the Councl of Trent acceptothers. Victor Schertzinger directtions of the books each to tite other ed his translation as authoritative.
ed the picture.
These critics pay little attention ti,
LADE PARK RACES ARE
other treatises; their study is tie
In a recent test conducted by enATTRACTING GOOD C1101% DS
Bible itself. They are a reverent
gineers thousands of people were
body of men.
asked the question, "When you are
Dade Park, Y.y., Aug. 15 Toe
going 40 miles an hour on a dry,
The Biblical critic zo whom the
26-day race meet now in progross
world owes most of Jerome, who
level road, what is the shortest disat Dade Park will be featured this
tance in which you can bring your
lived in the fourth century. By that
week by the running of hte A. B.
time Latin had come to be the
car to a full stop?" Three out of
Dade Memorial handicap foe three
four said they could stop in less
languaee of the western church and
year olds and upward at six furthan fifty
there were Latin translations -• f the
longs for a nurse of $1.000 on Sat- neers this feet. According to engiis impossible for the reaBible, but fr,00r ones, made front
urdev, August 17. Dade Park was son a car
traveling at this speed
very faulty manuscripts.
named in honor of the late Barret would skid
farther than 40 feet with
Jerome was an eminent scholar,
Dade, native of Henderson county all wheels
locked. With the beet
and to become still more proficient
and nationally known as a starter brakes the
distance required is 84
he went to Palestine and lived for
of thoroughbreds. The race is
ex- feet and with passable brakes the
a long time in Bethlehem. Two
pected In atrtoct acme of the best required
distance is 120 feet.
good women, a mother and her
handicap horses at DaTh Park.
faithful daughter, went with him;
The meeting, so far, has been one
the mother, being a widow pos- essof the most successful in the history
ed of wealth, furnished money and
crowd in attendance at the rannine
looked after his health. You can
of the Dade Park Jockey Club The
imagine
at the pious gossips said last Saturd
ay of the Governor's
about that arrangement. But Jerohandicap, an annual event, was
EYES EXAMINED
me kept on. Their reputations sufone of the most brilliant ever seen
fered but they probably saved JeHOURS: 9:30 to 11 A. M.
at Dade Park Visitors were in atrome's life to complete its great
tendance from a dozen or 'mire
I:00 to 4
work He took the oldest Hebrew
states. with the bulk coming from
and Greek manuscripts he could
Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois.
find: he made himself a thorough
George R. Palmer. who is makmaster of both languages, and afing his first appearance at Dade
CURL1N-NFTLL
TIOQIITAL
ter years and years of lonely toil
Park as a starter of the horses,
PROMPT SERVICE
is
he g oe the Church the Vulgate
. winning approval of the crowds for
the translation of the Ttible into the
the almost perfect alignment
in

4 BART ON
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Glasses Fitted
P. M.

C. W. Curlin

a

Specials Fri and Sat. Aug 9 and 10

it

_mil Butts & Sons
• •

,

•

P & G SOAP 3
iSK US HOW
TO ENTER

C

I

tilt

-

14c

1,210 CTieER CASH FRIES
FOR A SIMPLE 10 WORD SLOGAN
CAMAY • •

MAY

3 saRs 14c OXYD01 3 BOXES 14c

TENDER LEAF TEA .4
SYRUP SILVER

SWEET

CHOICE OF TENDER
TOP

BOX 16c

LEAVES

ONE-HALF 23C
GAL LOS

ONE
GALLON •ets
1111111111•1111=11111•1111

DEAL - BUY ONE PACKAGE EACH OF KELLOGG'S CORN FLAKES,
RICE KRISPIES, WHEAT PaISPIES, 3 PKGS. IN ALL FOR
35c
AND CET FREE ONE PACKAGE KELLOGG PEP.
SOUR PICKLES
20c PORK & BEANS
5c
WAIERMELONS - ALL SIZES
DELICIOUS AND PRICED LOW
TOMATO CATSUP
12 OZ. EMU FOR
1k
_VINEGAR
IN QUART JAR
WIIIIIIMINIMINIIIIIIMM•10.01", nem -wwwqr^
R

FIRE

01" AR T

PER CAN

FOR
CANNING PI BintaES

MEAT SPECIALS WHILE THEY LAST
PICNIC HAMS
WHOLE OR HALF
POUND
MIDGET BACON SQUARES
R,01,„
GOOD STEAK
25c GOOD ROAST

1 OC

2k
2fic
1k

l'Itt. PtLION C(HINTY NEVIN, VULTON, KENTUCKY

MIL(MISofflif-W(th
••••11•=.1.

laa

Nut

I

iSaai,11‘

k

,I.,or

Home

I'll 'it

.1 1;

Office Phone 470.

CONTROL OF CREDIT
A BASIC QUESTION
Economist Describes Conflict Between Opposing Social Viewpoints on Government Bank.

STRIPPINGS
BARN
Ats;
(444
:;
(
‘
)
Nr*1

C)OOR CHILD
4AND in SCHOOL
a lb. ALUIPA O. IMAM

BY

HANK
HIRED
MAN
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Summer Camps
Hi
Aeltatiou for government halikllig Is
straight toward what they want
NEW ORLEANS VISITOR
ernoon was held by Mrs. Macon
summer
camp is one of our
The
• Phase of th• conflict between iii,
HONORED WITH HUNT
Batts and Mrs. W. A. Donigan held and others seem never to get started. present "personli rolipet It I ve enter
most valuable gifts to childhood.
most
The
important spur to a
Miss Katherine Clark of New second high score. Both we • preThera are camps to At almost every
prise *astern" In
man's progress is for him to have peleory stst• Anierlea and the "own%
Orleans, La, who is visiting with sented love:y prizes.
purse, and nosey all give more
coneetive aecurity sys
A delicious salad course was 'a deep cenviction that he was meant tern' of
Miss Janes Scatea was honored
than money can buy.
several European States. Virgil
served
hostea.
the
by
for something larger than he is at Jordan. President National Indust! lal
Monde/ when Miss Scates and Miss
In •electIng •
camp, look Arid to
Conferenee hoard. nava In no article
present doing.
Margaret Curtin were hostesses to
Miss Margaret Curtin returned to
the leaders. If there
In A reeent Issue of "It ouldne" lull
a well planned scavenger hunt.
her home last week end after spendIs understanding of
Sufer &fie*
About thirty-five guests met at the ing several days in Paris, Tenn.. I Happy is the individual wile has !titled Put the Anietican lianikeis A.
children. kincinels,
Extension*
found his worts and is contented Social ion
home of Miss Scales on Second-st the house
and tolerance, you
Service
"They involve Irrecoiicllatul. prin
guest of Miss Dorothy
with his tot---for contehlment is clines of human
where each group was given a list
have a safe foundaconduct and philoso
McAbee.
truly a goal of life But rich as con- ph> of life and the conflict between
we had a big time et the farmers
of articles to be found.
tion. To run a sucMiss Mary Elizabeth Wade of
cessful camp, one must have a am
tentment is, the man, who because thew Is the key to the et onimile. social piknik yestedy an paw wtia tha
Misses Susye Fall. Betty Keehn, Humboldt, Tenn.,
has been visiting
of that contentment no longer has •nul political struggles of today," Mr mane akter. after we wuz all ful ears by, of children. Look next
Charlotte Davis; Messrs. Bob Binuv fride chicken an ise kreme tha
this week in Fulton with her sister
to the camp facilities, especially
the desire to think bigger thoughts Jordan soy..
ford, Billy Carr, and Potts Sanger
presolunt sez—
Mrs. Buddy Thompson.
sanitary features and water suptelt:
•
The
system
undue*
uif
stitch
"the
and do something larger than he has
of Hickman were awarded the
we
will
awl
kum
tew
ordur
an
be
Miss Minnie Shelby left Tuesday
ply.
de‘elopment of the United Strips bail favured with a fuw remarks hi
°war
prize for obtaining the greatest morning for Cairo. Ill., whera she ever done hist sealed the doro to his been
Inquire into the daily menu. Are
th• unearalleted exatuple. de worthy treserer mister perkins.
material,
mental
and
spiritual
pronumber of required objects. They
the food essentials provided, both
pends for Its noitIve power of progress
will visit her sister, Mrs. M.
flaw
up
isot
an
kleered
his
throte
gress
The
fine art of living con- upon
later went to the Country Club Bell for several days. SSlie is en
In quality and amount? How
the Inez hanst ilde reservoir of an se's this here tresery needs sum
about the milk supply? Children
where they were served delicious route to Hapti. Mo., where she will sists in keeping la balance a turas- energy in halim iduai desire for pi-sone! munny tow karry uuii tha wurk
ure of contentment for one's lot and ademicement In prosperity. but It guar which as wou no is tew improve tha
on vacation will need lots of its
watermelon.
..pend her vacation
At home, vegetables can be purat the same time be stirred with a antes% nothing to the IndIvIduai save farm kondishuns an get more 'ore
The guest list included the honThompson of wholesome
Miss Josephine
chased
ower
produks
in cans; at camp, they
that
means
we
must
of
opportunity
desire
."
for
article
the
bigger
and
oree. Misses Clark, Susye Fall, Betty Mayfield spent Tuesday
improve ower markets we. all ettin
should be bought fresh from the
say• In part,
and Wed. more ambitious things.
Koehn, Charlotte Davis, Florence
farm.
nesday in Fulton with Miss Janice
The collectivist seourity system, he - seize - probubly ass we kin but Martin Bradford, Virginia Mea- Puckett
sezze - we air killin owr own market
Finally inspect the program, hut
lass. - places all emphasis upon the
at her home to, See )11d -Ft,
The
sales
tax
for
is gaining ground. rnaliitenane
butter by ettin oleo.
cham, Elva Davis. Sarah Callihan,
be wary •i! the overiond.A ilny.
e of a in thin. ulil standard
At the present time one-half of the of
when he sod thet yew kud aheerd
Fatigue may offset eve' y betted'
Sarah Helen Williams, Eleanor Huth
living for th• mass without regard
States are usiag it. Three years ago to the creative power of the
Jones. Messrs. Phillip Hill. Bob
Individual. a pin chop an a lot iiv tha members the ea..ip has to offer. There should
only three states, Mississippi, North qult• simply the 'equity system In begin aaikin et thee- toes
be outdoor sports, woodcraft.
Binford. Billy Carr, Potts Sangee
I make a niiishlitt sod paw thot scouting, handcraft in moderaCarolina
and Washington had what wolves the modern form of the 'whit
of Hickman. Herman Freeman.
Three years ago gambling on race
every time a member tjv this orga- tion, halan:ed ly long rentru
Theodore Kramer. R. V. Putnam. horses was permittoi in only live is known as a retail sales tax In osiup:iy of the slat society" '.e con nizasun buys oleo thet he it fined
nights of sleep in the open. If you
won dollar ter every pewnd an sod
Glynn Dunn, Frank Burnett, John states. Today it is lawful in about :some states it has been adopted as
can afford a camp for the son or
practice
states.
thirty
betThe
of
donor
wise
an
owes
tew
emergency
A
tresery.
of
Sign
Times
the
money
raising
plan
Goodman, Ernest Fall Jr., J P
the daughter, by a!! in-ans untie
ting on race horses was legalized
"The maw-sided ruovequeut toward
thar wuz a lot thet seckund tha the apron strings. If It a‘,... ri,.
Bailey, Ikey Read, J D. Hales, Bud by bills bearing unique captions • and may be abandoned se hen norgoleitinieutal baukune. deposit insur
moshun
an
more than that, the ramp justifiee
Davis, Paris Campbell. Bill Cheniae In California the purpoaa stated in mal time's return. The state statutes ance and currency niatimteuient Is the komnutty. tha presidunt picked a
its existence.
Ward Bushart. Mr and Mrs. Ward the neacting cleuse was to "en- take three different classifications. most direct and decisive expression of
paw set thet 70 persent uv tha
Johnson. Mr and Mrs. Joe Hall courage agriculture." New Jersey ,Under a general sales tax are Ari- the universal lostinctIv• search for se iz sole in tha farmin kommunities
'fle arp/arers drink milk"'sake('
got by under the pretense of 'am- zona, North Carolina and
hand it a site?
little girl. Dr. Ireland tells
Washirg- curity which Is the sign of the tInies
and the hostesses.
proving the breed of horses." Texas
ten. Under what is known as cross In America our so•calleil social security
week how she Wall answered
came a littel closer to ths mark and
"HANK"
receipts
legielation
inuleation
is
taxes
Important
an
are
Mississipp
"encourprivilege
i
asked
the
for
to
and
WEEK IN DETROIT
Miss Mary Swann Bushart has age fairs." It is predicted that the New Mexico. Classed as gross in- of the drift away from the enterprise
years
states
next
few
will
all
see
come taxes are the laws of Indiana, system toward • collectivist security
COOLNESS WITH COMFORT!
been spending this week in Detroit permitting
the practice To most South
system with concentration of authorDakota and West Virginia.
Mich.. with friends and relatives pepole who enjoy a good horse
ity in a central Federal government.
While under the broader term of
She was accompanied to Detroit by race a stake on the winner
"The nationallzi.tion ef credit I.
retail
sales
enseparabl
to
he
tax
an
e
are
part
of
to
the
be
found
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hornsby. Ind
erucial and indispen..a'de for cornp:ete
sport.
states
of Arkansas, California, Col- state control of the emnolex indostrial
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Honrsby all
o rads). Idaho, Iowa, Illinois Ken- and business strut ore of tiils CoO3.
of Hickman.
Governor Marland of Oklahoma
by executive order removed one tucky, Maryland, Michigan, M:s- try. The drive boward government
!thousand rocking chair employees sours North Dakota, Ohio. 0171a- tanking and te•unetary contr,,l is most
WEEK-END IN DETROIT
determined because the relation of the
"THE THEATRE OF BIG PICTURES"
Mrs. Durwood Binkly and Mrs. from the state payroll. If this thing homa, Utah, West Virginia, Wyore- state to credit got.,
to the root of the
should sweep the country in a slat, mg, New Jersey and
South Dakota. enterprise system. A culle•tive securKenneth Alverson motored to De- and national way the new
Violas
troit. Michigan lag week-end to bill appropriation is going to have
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